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1.0

RECOMMENDATION

1.1

Subject to the completion of a section 106 (s106) agreement securing the obligations
and terms set out in this report, permission be granted subject to the conditions set
out below (as may be supplemented/modified in any accompanying written or verbal
update to the Committee).

1.2

In the event that the s106 agreement is not completed within 28 days following the
Committee’s resolution, the Head of Planning be delegated authority to extend the
period for completion of the s106 agreement, or, in consultation with the Chair and
Vice Chairs, refuse permission.

2.0

INTRODUCTION
Reason for referral

2.1

The application has been referred to the Committee as it represents a departure from
the development plan. The application is deemed to be a departure from the
development plan as it proposes residential development, partially, on land which is

located within the Open Countryside. It is therefore is contrary to Policies DS1, DS2
and DS5 of Plan:MK.
The Site
2.2

The application site is a broadly rectangular, 0.35-hectare parcel of land located to
the west of Newport Road on the edge of Woburn Sands. The site is largely
comprised of buildings and hardstanding associated with the former Frosts
Landscape Construction depot, understood to have been disused since August 2019
when the use of the wider premises ceased. Specifically, the site encompasses the
principal office building allied with the depot and some other structures, or parts of
other structures, which appear to have been used for storing and growing plants, as
well as the existing access road into the site from Newport Road and the associated
parking area. In addition to the built structures, the site also includes a portion of
hedgerow and a tree which separate the site from Newport Road and a small,
incidental area of grassland sited adjacent to the north-east elevation of the office
building. The site also includes a section of land which ebbs away to the south-east
and links to Newport Road. As will be elaborated on later in this report, this forms the
proposed access road into the site.

2.3

The site is bounded to the east/north-east by Newport Road, while to the north there
is a small section of grassland and tree cover which separates the site from Bright
Horizons Day Nursery. Neighbouring the site to the north-west are other buildings
which are understood to have been associated with the landscaping depot. Beyond
these buildings, further to the west/north-west lies open agricultural land which is
allocated for development in Plan;MK as part of ‘South East Milton Keynes’. To the
south/south-west, the site adjoins another a parcel of land which is currently being
developed to provide 53 homes. It is understood that this adjoining site was
previously occupied as part of the Frosts Landscape Construction depot.

2.4

The site is situated within the Open Countryside, as designated in Plan:MK.
However, the majority of the site also falls within the settlement boundary of Woburn
Sands. Indeed, the south/south-east portion of the development, including most of
the homes and garages, is located inside of the settlement boundary. It is largely only
the hardstanding, including the access/estate roads and parking spaces, that are
situated on land designated as Open Countryside.

2.5

In addition, the site is in a Red Risk Zone for Great Crested Newts (GCNs) and lies
within the Woburn Sands Critical Drainage Catchment (CDC). The footpath running
adjacent to Newport Road, on the side closest to the site, forms part of the Redway
network.
The Proposal

2.6

The application seeks full planning permission for the erection of 12 homes. Other
associated works that are proposed include the implementation of hard and soft
landscaping, garage buildings and the creation of footpaths and estate roads.

2.7

Of the 12 homes provided, 5 would be classified as affordable housing. This equates
to 42 (41.6%) of the total number of homes. A summary of the proposed
accommodation is set out in the table below:
Type of house

Number of Units

Number of Market
Units

Number of
Affordable Units

1-bed flat

1 (8.33%)

0

1

2-bed flat

1 (8.33%)

0

1

2-bed house

2 (16.66.%)

1

1

3-bed house

8 (66.6%)

6

2

Total

12 dwellings

7 market units
(58.3%)

5 affordable units
(41.6%)

2.8

The development would be served by an access which forms part of the approved,
adjacent development. The internal access road, which aligns with the road layout of
the adjacent development, would be extended to serve the 12 additional houses. To
facilitate the linking of the two sites, there would be an adjustment to the parking
court associated with plots 35-39 on the adjacent site. This would enable the road to
‘punch through’ to the proposed development. The existing access serving the
application site would be replaced by additional hedgerow planting and a
pedestrian/cycle access which would link the site to the Redway.

2.9

The site also includes a pumping station associated with the larger, adjacent
development. The location of this pumping station would remain unaltered. The only
other alteration the proposed development would make to the layout of the adjacent
site would be the relocation of the two car parking spaces associated with plot 37.

2.10

The scheme has experienced several revisions since its submission, including the
implementation of the abovementioned pedestrian/cycle access. Other amendments
include an increase to the affordable housing offer, amendments to the layout to
address parking issues, and alterations to the design of the dwellings. Additional
information regarding the drainage system has also been provided.
Scope of debate/decision

2.11

The application seeks full planning permission. Therefore, all material planning
matters are to be considered.

3.0

RELEVANT POLICIES
The Development Plan

3.1

Neighbourhood Plan
In May 2012, Wavendon Parish Council applied to Milton Keynes Council, in
accordance with the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012, to
designate a Wavendon Neighbourhood Plan Area. Following a Cabinet decision on
the 25 July 2012, the area put forward by Wavendon Parish Council was approved
as a Neighbourhood Plan Area. However, at the time of writing there is no
Neighbourhood Plan for Wavendon.

3.2

Plan:MK (March 2019)
Policy DS1: Settlement Hierarchy
Policy DS2: Housing Strategy
Policy DS5: Open Countryside
Policy SD1: Place Making Principles for Development
Policy ER2: Protection of Existing Employment Land and Premises
Policy HN1: Housing Mix and Density
Policy HN2: Affordable Housing
Policy HN4: Amenity, Accessibility and Adaptability of Homes
Policy CT1: Sustainable Transport Network
Policy CT2: Movement and Access
Policy CT3: Walking and Cycling
Policy CT4: Crossover on Redways
Policy CT5: Public Transport
Policy CT6: Low Emission Vehicles
Policy CT9: Digital Communications
Policy CT10: Parking Provision
Policy EH7: Promoting Healthy Communities
Policy INF1: Delivering Infrastructure
Policy FR1: Managing Flood Risk
Policy FR2: Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDs) and Integrated Flood Risk
Management
Policy NE1: Protection of Sites
Policy NE2: Protected Species and Priority Species and Habitats
Policy NE3: Biodiversity and Geological Enhancement
Policy NE4: Green Infrastructure
Policy NE5: Conserving and Enhancing Landscape Character
Policy NE6: Environmental Pollution
Policy L4: Public Open Space Provision in New Estates
Policy D1: Designing a High Quality Place
Policy D2: Creating a Positive Character
Policy D3: Design of Buildings
Policy D5: Amenity and Street Scene
Policy CC1: Public Art
Policy SC1: Sustainable Construction

3.3

Supplementary Planning Documents/Guidance
Parking Standards SPD (January 2016)
Milton Keynes Surface Water Drainage Strategy (2016)
New Residential Development Design Guide (April 2012)
Sustainable Construction Guide SPD (April 2007)
Milton Keynes Drainage Strategy - Development and Flood Risk SPG (May 2004)
Planning Obligations SPD (2021)
National Policy

3.4

National Planning Policy Framework (February 2019) (NPPF)
Section 2 Achieving sustainable development
Section 4 Decision-making
Section 5 Delivering a sufficient supply of homes
Section 8 Promoting healthy and safe communities
Section 9 Promoting sustainable transport
Section 11 Making effective use of land
Section 12 Achieving well-designed places
Section 14 Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change
Section 15 Conserving and enhancing the natural environment
In addition, the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) is also a material consideration.

3.5

Human Rights Act 1998
There may be implications under Article 8 and Article 1 of the First Protocol regarding
the right of respect for a person's private and family life and home, and to the peaceful
enjoyment of possessions. However, these potential issues are in this case amply
covered by consideration of the environmental impact of the application under the
policies of the development plan and other relevant policy guidance.

3.6

Equality Act 2010
Due regard, where relevant, has been had to the Milton Keynes Council's equality
duty as contained within the Equality Act 2010.

4.0

RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY

4.1

Application Site
20/02632/PNDEM
Prior notification for the proposed demolition of a redundant buildings on
development site
Prior Notification Required – 20.11.2020

4.2

Adjacent Site
20/00974/NMA
Non-material amendment to application 18/00581/REM to amend the layout of the
parking court serving plots 35-39 including pedestrian access, amendments to rear
gardens to plots 34-39 and relocation of the pump station
Approved – 15.05.2020
18/00581/REM
Reserved matters application pursuant to outline planning permission 17/03315/OUT
to discharge of all remaining reserved matters, including access, appearance,
landscaping, layout, and scale. Discharge of conditions 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 20
and 21
Approved – 13.07.2018
17/03315/OUT
Variation of condition 4 (approved plans) attached to outline application
14/00703/OUT to remove Parameter Plan (FRA001 014A) from the approved plans
to facilitate a change to open space strategy
Approved – 3.06.2018
14/00703/OUT
Residential development for up to 53 homes together with open space, strategic
landscaping, supporting infrastructure (including gas, electricity, water, sewerage,
telecommunications), new vehicle and pedestrian/cycle access onto Newport Road,
demolition and ground remodelling (outline application)
Refused – 27.06.2014 but allowed at Appeal 01.10.2015

5.0

CONSULTATIONS AND REPRESENTATIONS

5.1

Wavendon Parish Council
No objection, but requests that s106 monies be put towards widening the Redway
on Newport Road.

5.2

Woburn Sands Town Council
Objection. There is a lack of amenity community space for the 53 dwelling scheme
adjacent to the site and the space available within this current application site should
be used for this purpose rather than housing. Concerns also raised regarding the
impact on the character of the area through loss of vegetation and on traffic on
Newport Road. Requested that s106 monies be put towards facilities in Woburn
Sands.

5.3

Cllr David Hopkins (Danesborough and Walton)
No comments received.

5.4

Cllr Victoria Hopkins (Danesborough and Walton)
No comments received.

5.5

Cllr Alice Jenkins (Danesborough and Walton)
No comments received.

5.6

MKC Highways
Initial comments
Objection. Stated that although the scheme is acceptable in principle from a highway
perspective, the layout of the development needs to be amended to address
concerns regarding both cycle and car parking. Further, requested that a
pedestrian/cycle access should be installed to enhance connectivity to Newport
Road. If these revisions were made, it was considered that the proposal would be
acceptable in highway terms.
Additional comments
No objection. The revised layout has resolved the car parking issue and it is noted
that a pedestrian/cycle access has been included. Remaining concerns regarding
cycle parking and the dimensions of the pedestrian/cycle access can be addressed
via appropriately worded conditions.

5.7

MKC Urban Design
Initial comments
Comments only. Requested amendments to the proposed maisonettes as they lack
any private amenity space and present a bland elevation to Newport Road.
Requested that a pedestrian/cycle connection also be provided.
Additional Comments
No objection. The revisions addressed the previous comments.

5.8

MKC Flood and Water Management (the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA))
Initial comments
Objection. Raised concerns regarding the proposed surface water drainage strategy,
as the site is located within a Critical Drainage Catchment (CDC). Accordingly, the
strategy will need to demonstrate that the development will not increase flood risk to
the CDC and where possible will provide an improvement to the existing situation.
Requested other information regarding run-off rates, sustainable drainage systems
(SuDS) proposals, management and maintenance arrangements and sewer consent
also be provided.

Additional comments
Objection. Whilst some issues have been addressed there remains a lack of
information regarding the impact on the local surface water network. Additional
information is also requested regarding hydraulic calculations and management of
the proposed drainage system.
Further comments
Objection. The applicant has now updated the drawings to demonstrate that the
proposed surface water outfall is via a new manhole located on an existing private
sewer maintained by a management company on behalf of Hayfield Homes;
however, this would directly discharge into a culverted watercourse within Newport
Road. No information about this surface water network has been provided, and they
expect the applicant to clarify the condition, capacity and final outfall of the
watercourse. Additional information is also required in regard to surcharged outfall,
proposed discharge rates, hydraulic calculations, and maintenance and
management of the drainage system.
Final comments
No objection. The applicant proposes to connect to an existing surface water sewer
and discharge to a culverted watercourse at 5 l/s. The applicant has also proposed
suitable attenuation and has now incorporated permeable paving in areas which
would supplement to the geo cellular crates that were already proposed. Given this,
and the proposal to de-culvert a section of the watercourse, the LLFA are content to
secure remaining details via condition.
5.9

MKC Landscape Services (Tree Officer)
Requested additional information regarding a Field Maple (T004) to establish if it was
still in place. Also requested additional tree planting. They proposed conditions
regarding tree protection, tree surveys and details of new tree planting.

5.10

MKC Landscape Architect
Initial comments
Requested an up to date tree survey/impact assessment be provided, in addition to
the provision of private amenity space for the maisonettes. Further, clarity was also
sought on the proposed levels plan and soft landscaping along the site boundaries
and at the turning head by plots 6 and 8. The status of the Field Maple (T004) is also
sought. Suggested conditions regarding boundary treatments and details of the
landscaping scheme.
Additional comments
Reiterated request for an up to date tree survey/impact assessment, in addition to a
revised levels plan given the alterations to the site layout. Noted that there continues
to be a lack of clarity regarding who will be responsible for the incidental areas of soft

landscaping both within the site and along the boundaries. Requested a ‘conveyance
style’ land management plan be submitted which clearly shows which areas will be
maintained by occupants and which will be maintained by third parties.
5.11

MKC Countryside Officer
Initial comments
No objection. Appreciated that the submitted technical note details that the
development will result in a net gain of 0.27 biodiversity units via the delivery of the
landscaping scheme and biodiversity enhancements set out within the note.
Requested that conditions be applied regarding the implementation of the
biodiversity enhancements and recommendations and mitigations set out within the
technical note.
Additional comments
No concerns raised regarding revised layout. Requested amendments to proposed
conditions to reflect revised ecological technical note which accompanied the
amended layout.

5.12

MKC GCN Officer
No objection raised. Noted that there is potential of GCNs being present on the site
and recommended that the applicant either enter into the District Licence scheme or
undertake a site specific GCN survey to establish the potential impact of the
development.

5.13

MKC Development Plans
Initial comments
Objection. The development is considered to depart from the development plan by
virtue of conflicting with Policies DS1, DS2 and DS5 of Plan:MK. Further, no material
policy considerations (e.g. policies within the NPPF) indicate that this application
should not be determined in accordance with the development plan. It is deemed that
the principle of the proposed development on this site is not established. If other
material considerations were to lead the decision maker to determine that the
principle of development is acceptable, a range of other policies within Plan:MK and
material considerations would also have a bearing on whether the proposal is
acceptable overall and will need to be given full consideration.
In addition, noted that although the housing mix diverges from the Strategic Housing
Market Assessment it would be necessary to consult with the Council’s Housing
Officer to confirm whether or not the mix was acceptable as Policy HN1 does not
apply a prescriptive housing mix but instead outlines that an appropriate mix will be
influenced by site-specific factors, etc. Further, it was deemed questionable whether
the proposal to locate all of the affordable housing on the site in the same area was
acceptable given the provisions of Policy HN2 which state the need to create mixed,

sustainable and inclusive communities. In any case, the affordable homes would
need to be retained in perpetuity via a legal agreement.
Additional comments
Comments only. The application is a departure from policy by virtue of its conflict with
Policies DS1, DS2 and DS5 of Plan:MK. However, paragraphs 118(d) and 121 of the
NPPF indicate that the proposal may be acceptable in principle. The proposal is also
afforded strong support by Policy HN2 of Plan:MK as a result of providing 42% of
dwellings as affordable homes, which would contribute towards meeting the
recognised affordable housing needs of the Borough. They reiterate the need for the
decision maker to consider Policies HN1 and HN2 in respect of affordable housing
and housing mix and density.
5.14

MKC Housing Officer
Initial comments
No objection in principle but requested that one of the 2-bedroom flats was traded
for a 2 or 3-bedroom house. In addition, asked that the affordable units be dispersed
throughout the site and that an accommodation schedule be submitted which
confirms that the scheme accords with Policy HN4 in respect of wheelchair
adaptable/accessible homes.
Additional comments
Content with the revisions, including the amendment to the affordable housing
provision. Requested that an accommodation schedule be submitted which reflects
these revisions.

5.15

MKC Archaeology
No comments.

5.16

MKC Environmental Health
Initial comments
No objection subject to a condition regarding remedial action to bring the site into a
suitable condition for its intended use.
Additional comments
The pumping station appears to be designed to professional standards and of robust
construction with a solid enclosure. Provided it is regularly maintained, it is unlikely
to give rise to noise or odour problems.
The 15m off-set required by Anglian Water may be more to do with operational
requirements to protect their asset.

5.17

MKC Rights of Way Officer
No objection. The development is located in close proximity to Woburn Sands
Footpath 2 but is unlikely to lead to any impact on the accessibility of the footpath.
Recommended that an informative be applied in the event that construction traffic
impacts on the right of way.

5.18

MKC Passenger Transport
Initial comments
The development will create additional journeys on the network by occupants of the
development. A contribution towards the provision public transport either as a
conventional service or Demand Responsive Transport (‘DRT’) service is sought.
This figure is calculated on the basis of the expected number of public transport trips
that the development will generate over a five-year period and the cost, after revenue,
of providing a DRT journey.
Additional comments
Following further consultation, confirmed that a contribution towards the provision of
an annual pass for use of public transport that is provided to Woburn Sands,
excluding the rail service, should be sought.

5.19

Education Sufficiency and Access Department
The development is expected to generate school aged and pre-school aged children.
The closest primary school to this development is St Mary’s Wavendon. The school
has already been assigned to accommodate demand from the major SLA
development. Therefore, additional proposed demand in the area will require primary
education funds to contribute to provision in the area.
From a secondary school perspective, this development would be served by Walton
High. There is pressure in Milton Keynes for secondary school places across the
borough therefore to accommodate additional children the current system will need
to expand. Additionally, projections show demand for places is set to increase in the
coming years. On this basis it will be necessary to request secondary education
contributions.

5.20

MKC Travel Plan Coordinator
The development falls below the threshold which, if met, would require a travel plan.
However, it is requested that a transport statement be secured by condition which
sets out how the applicant will encourage sustainable travel etc.

5.21

Anglian Water
Considered that the proximity of site, within 15m of the pumping station would place
occupants at risk of nuisance in the form of noise and odour. Stated that the surface
water strategy is unacceptable and that a condition should be imposed requiring a

surface water management strategy to be submitted prior to the commencement of
works, following consultation with both Anglian Water and the LLFA.
5.22

Internal Drainage Board
In the event that ground conditions are found not to be suitable for soakaway
drainage any direct discharge to the nearby watercourse will require the Board’s prior
consent. Although the Board have no comments to make on this application, the
LLFA must be consulted before planning is approved.

5.23

Third Party Representations
No representations were received from neighbours/interested parties.

6.0

MAIN ISSUES
Principle of development;
Highway matters and parking;
Housing mix and tenure;
Impact on character of the area;
Design and layout;
Residential amenity;
Landscape;
Ecology;
Drainage and flood risk;
Sustainable construction; and
s106 matters

7.0

CONSIDERATIONS
Principle of development

7.1

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 states that the
determination of the application must be made in accordance with the plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.

7.2

Paragraph 9 of the NPPF sets out that the objectives of sustainable development
(being social, economic and environmental in nature) should be delivered through
the preparation and implementation of plans and the application of policies in the
Framework itself.

7.3

Paragraph 11 and footnote 7 of the Framework dictate that planning decisions should
apply a presumption in favour of sustainable development for applications involving
the provision of housing in instances where the Local Planning Authority is unable to
demonstrate a 5-year supply of deliverable housing sites.

7.4

Paragraph 118(d) of the NPPF states that planning policies and decisions should
promote and support the development of under-utilised land and buildings, especially
if this would help to meet identified needs for housing where land supply is
constrained and available sites could be used more effectively. Further, paragraph

121 of the 2019 iteration of the Framework notes that “local planning authorities
should also take a positive approach to applications for alternative uses of land which
is currently developed but not allocated for a specific purpose in plans, where this
would help to meet identified development needs”.
7.5

The Council’s published position is that it possesses in excess of a 5-year housing
land supply to ensure that a sufficient number of homes are delivered within the
Borough to meet the expected need. Therefore, the ‘presumption in favour of
sustainable development’ is not engaged in this instance. Nevertheless, whilst the
development plan is the starting point for the determination of this application, it is
necessary to consider whether there are material considerations, including the
relevant provisions of the NPPF, which would indicate that a departure from the plan
would be acceptable.
Open Countryside

7.6

Policy DS1 of Plan:MK states that most development in the rural area will be located
in the key settlements, with the rest taking place in other villages and rural
settlements in accordance with Neighbourhood Plans. Plan:MK defines Woburn
Sands as a key settlement.

7.7

Policy DS2 of Plan:MK outlines the Council's strategy for delivering housing. The
Policy states that new housing will be delivered through permitting development
proposals within defined settlement boundaries and the delivery of small to medium
sized, non-strategic sites within the urban area of the Borough.

7.8

Policy DS5 of Plan:MK relates to development within the Open Countryside and
describes the circumstances whereby development is permissible. It states that
planning permission within the Open Countryside will only be granted for
development which is essential for agriculture, forestry, countryside recreation,
highway infrastructure or other development, which is wholly appropriate to a rural
area and cannot be located within a settlement, or where other policies within the
Plan indicate development would be appropriate.

7.9

All of the application site is washed over with the Open Countryside designation.
However, the majority of the development is also located within the key settlement
boundary of Woburn Sands. For the avoidance of doubt, it is considered that the
elements of the development that are situated within the Woburn Sands settlement
boundary are acceptable by virtue of their location within the settlement. This portion
of the site was included within the settlement boundary of Woburn Sands within the
MK Settlement Boundary Study which formed part of the evidence base for Plan:MK.
Notwithstanding this, a section of the development is situated beyond the confines
of the settlement in an area designated as Open Countryside by Plan:MK. .

7.10

The application is for residential development categorised under use class C3. This
type of use does not fall within Policy DS5’s categorisation of development which is
wholly appropriate to a rural area and cannot be located in a settlement. The
encroachment into the Open Countryside is partial. The majority of the buildings
associated with the scheme sit within the settlement boundary. However, some

parking spaces, estate roads, footpaths and associated hardstanding are situated
beyond the boundary.
7.11

Policy DS5 does not distinguish between developments that are wholly and partially
within Open Countryside. If an application proposes a type of development within the
Open Countryside that is not mentioned within the policy, then it is deemed to fail to
accord with the policy irrespective of the extent to which it encroaches into it. The
same approach is applied by Policies DS1 and DS2 in respect to the extent to which
residential development is situated beyond the confines of a settlement boundary.

7.12

For these reasons it is considered that the proposal fails to comply with the relevant
strategic policies set out in Plan:MK relating to the location of new development and
the forms of development that are acceptable within the Open Countryside.
Accordingly, the application conflicts with Policies DS1, DS2 and Policy DS5 of
Plan:MK. Attention turns to whether other material considerations exist which
outweigh this conflict.
Loss of buildings associated with Frosts Landscaping Construction

7.13

7.14

Policy ER2 of Plan:MK seeks to protect sites that are used for employment purposes.
Plan:MK defines ‘employment purposes’ as those “defined by the Town and Country
Planning (Use Classes Order) 1987 as amended, the 'B' use class includes B1(a)
Office uses, B1(b) Research and Development uses and B1(c) Light industrial uses.
B2 uses include General Industry and B8 uses include storage or distribution centres
such as warehouses.”
.
The site includes buildings associated with the Frosts Landscaping Construction
depot. Whilst it is acknowledged that the lion’s share of the Frosts Landscaping
Construction complex has already been lost to the adjacent residential development,
it is necessary to consider whether the loss of additional buildings would be
acceptable.

7.15

It is noted that the Council, in their consideration of application ref. 14/00703/OUT
which sought permission for the redevelopment of the adjacent parcel of land,
deemed the depot to constitute a ‘sui generis’ use as opposed to a strict employment
use.

7.16

Accordingly, given that the site includes buildings associated with this former ‘sui
generis’ use, as opposed to a strict employment use, it is reasoned that the lawful
use of those buildings remains as such and proposal cannot be said to result in the
loss of land used for employment purposes. Therefore, the application is not
considered to conflict with Policy ER2 of Plan:MK in this regard.
Provision of Homes

7.17

As stated above, a 5-year housing land supply is in hand so to ensure that enough
homes are delivered within the Borough to meet the expected need over the Plan
period.

7.18

However, the 5-year housing land supply position does not limit the potential for
additional homes, not on land allocated for such purposes in the development plan,
to be permitted and added to the supply. The supply is not a ceiling, it is a minimum.
Securing additional supply, in sustainable locations, can assist in making the supply
more robust. In addition, Plan:MK notes that a windfall allowance of 95 dwellings per
annum is allowed for in the rolling housing land supply. Whilst it is noted that this
allowance only consists of sites that are under ten dwellings, it evidences that windfall
sites, not specifically allocated within the Plan, make a meaningful contribution to the
Council’s 5-year housing land supply position.

7.19

The scheme would deliver additional affordable housing units beyond the 31%
required by Plan:MK, instead providing 42% of the units as affordable homes. The
Plan, via Policy HN2, provides ‘strong support’ for schemes which exceed the
required 31%. The affordable homes that the development would provide, as will be
elaborated on in the ‘Housing mix and tenure’ section of this report, are compliant
with the Plan and offer a range and mix of tenures that the Plan identifies as
necessary in order to meet needs within the Borough.

7.20

Plan:MK also states that, by setting the required percentage of affordable homes at
31%, “the allocations made within Plan:MK would deliver the vast majority of the
2,200 additional affordable homes needed over the plan period". However, the
realisation of this objective is contingent both on the delivery of these allocations and
indeed the absence of issues regarding viability which may, in some instances, result
in the under provision of affordable housing. It is also notable that the wording states
‘vast majority’ and not ‘all’, such that additional sites may need to be found during the
Plan period. This proposal presents one such opportunity.

7.21

Accordingly, by providing an enhanced number of policy-complaint affordable homes
the proposed development would assist in contributing towards the Council’s
affordable housing target and also provide a modest boost to the overall 5-year
housing land supply position in a sustainable location.
Conclusion

7.22

Planning law requires that applications for planning permission are determined in
accordance with Development Plan unless material considerations suggest
otherwise. Further, the Council has a 5-year housing land supply to ensure delivery
of enough homes to meet the needs of the local population. Accordingly, the
‘presumption in favour of sustainable development’, as defined in the NPPF, is not
engaged.

7.23

The proposed development conflicts with Policies DS1, DS2 and Policy DS5 of
Plan:MK by proposing homes which incorporate land which is partially located within
Open Countryside. The extent to which the development encroaches into the Open
Countryside does not impact upon the conflict with the abovementioned policies.

7.24

However, it is acknowledged that the recent iterations of the NPPF introduced
revised wording to Paragraph 121 which makes it incumbent on the Local Planning
Authority to take a ‘positive approach’ to alternative uses of land which is previously
developed but not allocated for a specific purpose in plans, where this would help

meet an identified development need. This is significant as Plan:MK was examined
against the 2012 version of the Framework, which did not contain this requirement.
Therefore, Paragraph 121 is an important material consideration that carries
significant weight in the determination of this application.
7.25

With reference to the wording of Paragraph 121, the application site is considered to
constitute land that is previously developed; it contains buildings and surface
infrastructure associated with the landscaping depot and therefore falls within the
definition of ‘previously developed land’ (‘PDL’) as defined by the NPPF. Lastly, the
development would, as identified above, assist in the delivery of the targeted 2,200
affordable homes within the Borough over the plan period.

7.26

Paragraph 118(d) of the NPPF states that planning policies and decisions should
promote and support the development of under-utilised land and buildings. It is
evident that the buildings and land that sit within the site are under-utilised. Whilst
the proposal would seek to make better use of the land, Plan:MK sets out a clear
strategy for meeting the objectively assessed needs for housing within the Borough
in a manner which largely does not draw on unallocated land outside of settlement
boundaries. The Council can also demonstrate a 5-year housing land supply, and
land supply is not constrained. Therefore, whilst the development would seek to
redevelop underutilised land and provide for a modest boost to supply, including
affordable homes, the benefits of this, whilst attracting weight in favour, are tempered
by the Council’s performance in providing for and delivering the homes needed in the
Borough.

7.27

Accordingly, whilst it is acknowledged that the proposed development does conflict
with the development plan, there are other material considerations that must be taken
into account, including both the abovementioned provisions of the NPPF and the
additional supply of affordable homes, to determine whether the benefits arising from
the proposal outweigh the conflict with the Plan. A conclusion regarding the relative
weight of these matters against the harm arising from the conflict with the
development plan is set out in the ‘Planning Balance’ section of this report.
Highway matters and parking

7.28

Policies CT1, CT2 and CT5 of Plan:MK seek to ensure that development proposals
are sustainable in regard to their links to public transport, traffic generation and
general accessibility to all users of the highway. Policy CT3 of Plan:MK seeks to
ensure that developments are easily accessible to employment, essential services
and community facilities by walking and cycling. Policy CT4 sets out the requirements
for new crossovers onto Redways.

7.29

Policy CT10 seeks to ensure that development proposals are in accordance with the
Council’s adopted car parking standards unless mitigating circumstances indicate
otherwise. Policy CT6 requires electric vehicle parking spaces to be provided at a
rate of 1 per every 1 new dwelling.

Parking
7.30

A summary of the car parking proposed is included below. Initially, concerns were
raised by the Council’s Highway Officer regarding the car parking arrangements.
However, following a revision to the housing mix and subsequent amendments to the
site layout, additional spaces were provided.
Parking Standards Zone 4
Required
Plot
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

House
Type
3-bed
house
3-bed
house
3-bed
house
3-bed
house
2-bed
house
3-bed
house
3-bed
house
2-bed
house
1-bed
flat
2-bed
flat
3-bed
house
2-bed
house
Totals
Site
Total

7.31

Provided

Unallocated
Allocated

Unallocated
Allocated

Visitor

Tandem

2

0.5

n/a

2

2

0.5

0.5

2

2

0.5

0.5

2

2

0.5

0.5

2

2

0.25

0.5

2

2

0.5

n/a

2

2

0.5

n/a

2

2

0.25

n/a

2

1

0.33

n/a

1

1

0.75

n/a

1

2

0.5

n/a

2

2

0.25

0.5

2

22 spaces

6 spaces

3 spaces
(rounded
from 2.5)

22 spaces

31 spaces required

Visitor

Tandem

9 spaces
across the
site

9 spaces

31 spaces provided

As the table indicates, the amended proposal provides sufficient allocated and
unallocated parking spaces to meet the requirements of the Council’s Parking SPD.
Whilst the implementation of the access road through to the site would result in a
minor adjustment to the 2 parking arrangements for plot 37 on the adjacent site;
these spaces, which are visible on both the plans appended to this report, have not
been lost and remain in close proximity to the associated dwelling. Following the
revisions to the site layout, the Council’s Highway Officer raised no concerns
regarding the proposed car parking arrangements. An appropriately worded

condition is recommended to ensure that EV Charging Points are installed at a rate
of 1 per every dwelling.
7.32

Regarding cycle parking, while it is acknowledged that the plans, at present, do not
show cycle parking for all the plots, the Highway Officer agrees that this can be
addressed via a suitably worded condition. It is also considered that the provision of
electrical vehicle charging points could be addressed through a condition.
Traffic generation

7.33

Given the scale of the proposed development, it is not considered that there would
be an adverse impact on traffic generation within the locality. While it is
acknowledged that there would likely be an increase in the number of cars using the
local highway network, and specifically Newport Road; this increase would be minor
and would not significantly increase the congestion that is experienced along
Newport Road at times where the level crossing is closed for passing trains. This
conclusion is supported by the comments from the Council’s Highway Officer which
raise no concerns regarding the impact of the development on traffic generation.
Access

7.34

As has been stated above, the proposal would lead to the removal of the existing
vehicular access serving the site, with the main vehicular access provided further to
the south on Newport Road.

7.35

The proposed vehicular access serving the site is considered to be suitably designed
and would not prejudice the safety of occupants of the development. Regarding the
pedestrian/cycle access onto the Redway, it is noted that the Council’s Highway
Officer has identified that the specifications of this access do not currently meet the
requirements to accommodate both pedestrians and cyclists, and would need to
undergo minor modifications to ensure that it could be used safely, including being
widened by approximately 1 metre. It is agreed that, given the relatively minor
adjustments that would be required to ensure the safety of the access, this could be
addressed via a suitably worded condition requiring further details of the access to
be submitted. Overall, however, the development is suitably accessible for both
pedestrians and vehicles and provides good connectivity to both Newport Road and
the larger, adjoining site.
Non-car modes of transport and access to local services

7.36

The proposed development lies in close proximity to bus stops located along Newport
Road. The accessibility of these bus stops from the proposed and wider development
to the west of Newport Road, and in turn of the nearby Woburn Sands Railway
Station, would be enhanced by the inclusion of the abovementioned pedestrian/cycle
access which would increase connectivity to Newport Road.

7.37

The Council’s Passenger Transport Officer has requested that, via the S106
agreement, monies be put towards the provision of passes for public transport for
each house to further encourage the use of these services. The applicant has agreed

to this request and, as will be elaborated later in this report, it is deemed reasonable
that this be included in the s106 agreement.
7.38

The request made by the Council’s Transport Officer for the inclusion of a condition
requiring the submission of a transport statement setting out the methods that would
be used to increase the use of sustainable travel to and from the development is
noted. However, it is reasoned that, in this instance, such a condition would not meet
the necessary tests as prescribed by the NPPF. The PPG also provides guidance on
the scale of development where a transport statement is appropriate. The proposed
development is relatively small in scale and, given the provisions that have been
outlined above, it is reasoned that sufficient mechanisms are in place to ensure that
future occupants would be able to use sustainable methods of transport.
Other highway related matters

7.39

It is acknowledged that Wavendon Parish Council have requested that the Redway
adjacent to the site be widened and that this application be used as a means of
securing these works. However, the proposed development is not responsible for,
nor would further reduce, the width of the Redway. Further, the Council’s Highway
Officer has not raised concerns regarding the potential impact of the development on
the Redway or suggested that it would be necessary for this development to
contribute towards its widening. In light of this, it is not considered that either a
condition or obligation requiring the widening of the Redway would be necessary in
this instance.

7.40

For these reasons it is considered that the application is acceptable in regard to
parking and other highway matters, subject to the completion of the s106 agreement
and the conditions outlined above. Therefore, it is deemed that the application would,
on balance, accord with Policies CT1, CT2, CT3, CT4, CT5, CT6 and CT10 of
Plan:MK.
Housing mix and tenure

7.41

Policy HN1 of Plan:MK states that proposals for 11 or more dwellings should provide
a mix of tenure, type and size of dwelling which, amongst other criteria, reflects the
Council's latest evidence of housing need and market demand.

7.42

Policy HN2 of Plan:MK states that the tenure mix of affordable housing will consist
of:
1. 25% of units for rent at a range of rental levels up to 80% of market rents (but
at no more than Local Housing Allowance rates), under the Affordable Rent
model, including approximately 5% of the total affordable provision at a level
broadly equivalent to Social Rent (at the time an application is considered); and
2. 6% Shared Ownership (based on a range of 25%-40% equity share).

7.43

Policy HN2 also states that development proposals which provide over 31%
affordable housing will be strongly supported. This is a key observation. The Policy
also requires that the design, siting and phasing of affordable housing within

development proposals should ensure its proper integration and timely provision as
part of the wider development to contribute towards creating sustainable, mixed and
inclusive communities.
7.44

The application proposes a mix of 1, 2 and 3-bedroom dwellings. The tenue mix
includes 5 affordable homes, which equates to 42% (41.6%) of the total housing
provision. The remainder would be sold as a market housing. The number of
proposed affordable homes weighs in favour of the application given the ‘strong
support’ for proposals which provide in excess of 31% of affordable units. This is a
significant material consideration and has to be assessed against the policy conflict
resulting from part of the site being located within the open countryside.

7.45

Regarding the proposed housing mix, the proposal, as revised, provides a range of
homes that broadly accord with the Council’s Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA). Whilst the proposal does not include any 4-bedroom homes, it does include
several 2 and 3-bedroom homes, for which the SHMA identifies there is a significant
need.

7.46

Turning to tenure, the scheme provides a range of tenures which broadly accords
with the provisions of Policy HN2, with the majority of homes available at affordable
rent and the remainder available at social rent and for shared ownership. The
Council’s Housing Officer, following the revisions to the proposal, has raised no
objection to the scheme in regard to tenure or housing mix. The applicant has also
completed an accommodation schedule, in accordance with the Housing Officer’s
request, which will be included within the list of approved plans should permission be
granted.

7.47

It is appreciated that the Council’s Development Plans Officer queried whether the
location of the affordable housing within the site accords with the provisions of Policy
HN2 in regard to ensuring its ‘proper integration’ into the development, given that the
5 affordable housing units are located towards the north-east side of the
development. However, it is noted that the Council’s Housing Officer has raised no
such concerns in this regard. Moreover, the Council’s Affordable Housing SPD only
seeks to prevent clusters of 12 or more affordable housing units.

7.48

For these reasons it is considered that the application would accord with Policies
HN1 and HN2 regarding both the provision of affordable housing and the proposed
housing mix.
Impact on the character of the area

7.49

Policies SD1, HN1, D1, D2 and D3 of Plan:MK require, amongst other initiatives, that
new residential development integrates well with the surrounding built environment
through sympathetic design, massing and scale.

7.50

Policy NE5 of Plan:MK states that development proposals should take into account
the findings of the Milton Keynes Landscape Character Assessment (2016) (‘LCA’)
and demonstrate that landscape character has been conserved and where possible
enhanced.

7.51

The character of Newport Road is primarily defined by two storey residential
development set out in a linear pattern fronting the highway. However, this character
is most clearly defined on the eastern side of the road. On the western side, where
the site lies, the pattern of development is more varied and is characterised by
sporadic commercial development, primarily associated with Frosts Garden Centre,
as well as less linear residential development such as that on Bellway, which
possesses a cul-de-sac arrangement. The proposed development will effectively
become a part of the already approved residential scheme to the south, which itself
possesses a layout more akin to the cul-de-sac arrangement on Bellway.

7.52

Further, the application site is located within the Wavendon Clay Lowland Farmland
Character Type (‘LCT’), as defined by the LCA. The LCA notes that the pattern of
development within the area is fragmented and that its character could be enhanced
through increasing biodiversity and ensuring that views across to the Brickhill
Greensands Ridge LCT are retained.

7.53

It is considered that the proposed scheme would effectively ‘round off’ the extant
development and does so in a sympathetic manner that mirrors the characteristics
of the larger, sister site. While it is acknowledged that none of the properties address
Newport Road in the manner that those on the eastern side of the highway do, this
is consistent with the layout of the adjoining site, with which the proposed
development shares a more immediate relationship. The proposed development
would not draw the building line considerably closer to Newport Road, while the
maisonettes address Newport Road in the same manner as some of the houses on
the adjacent residential development. Moreover, the proposal, through replacing the
existing access with a smaller pedestrian/cycle access and additional planting, would
enable a continuation of the existing hedgerow which lines the western side of
Newport Road. These factors are considered to both soften the appearance of the
development whilst also enabling it to blend into its surroundings.

7.54

The scale, density and design of the proposed dwellings is considered to be
consistent with the prevailing character of other residential properties within the area.
The proposed dwellings would be two-storey in height and would be built from
materials which are common to the wider locality, such as red brick, white render and
clay roof tiles. It is also noted that the Council’s Urban Design Officer, upon the
insertion of the pedestrian/cycle access and revisions to the facades of the
maisonettes (plots 9 and 10), raises no objection to the scheme on the grounds of
the impact on the character and appearance of the area.

7.55

With reference to the site’s designation within the LCT, it is acknowledged (as will be
discussed in more detail below) that the development would provide a net increase
of biodiversity within the site, while the siting and scale of the development is such
that it would not prejudice the views from the LCT across to Brickhill Greensands
Ridge LCT.

7.56

For these reasons it is considered that the proposed development would not have an
adverse impact on the character of the area. Therefore, it is deemed that the proposal
accords with Policies SD1, HN1, D1, D2, D3 and NE5 of Plan:MK.

Design and layout
7.57

Policies SD1, D1, D2, D3, D5 and EH7 note the need for new development to be well
designed both in terms of the design and detailing of buildings and how it is laid out.

7.58

Policy HN4 of Plan:MK sets out the requirements for the accessibility and adaptability
of new housing. In particular, the Policy requires that a certain percentage of new
dwellings are wheelchair accessible and wheelchair adaptable and that all new
dwellings are built to the Nationally Described Space Standard (NDSS).

7.59

The design of the proposed dwellings and associated buildings are considered to be
acceptable in terms of both their overall quality and the detail of their design. The
variation in the palette of materials, is complementary and would create visual
interest across the development.

7.60

Regarding accessibility of the dwellings, the applicant has confirmed that 8 of the
proposed dwellings, across both market and affordable housing, would be built to the
Building Regulations Part M4(2) (wheelchair adaptable) standards while 1 market
dwelling will be capable of being readily adapted to Part M4(2) standards and 1
affordable dwelling would be built to Part M4(3) (wheelchair accessible) standards.
The provision of these dwellings, bearing in mind the scale of the development, is
considered to accord with the requirements of Policy HN4 of Plan:MK in respect to
the provision of wheelchair adaptable and accessible homes.

7.61

The applicant has clarified that 4 of the dwellings (plots 5-8) fall marginally short of
the NDSS. However, the difference that these homes need to make up to meet the
standards is approximately 3sqm per floor on each dwelling. It is reasoned that, given
the scale of this shortfall, it would be possible to secure a requirement via condition
for the dwellings to be built to NDSS given that it would require very small
modifications to the design of the identified dwellings to meet the standards.

7.62

Regarding layout, the application provides a clear distinction between public and
private spaces. Sufficient space is provided for tree planting and the creation of
incidental areas of open space which serve to break up the expanses of hardstanding
throughout the site. It is considered that these features would enable the proposed
development to blend in seamlessly with the adjacent residential scheme which also
possesses a similar pattern of development. Further, as is stated above the Council’s
Urban Design Officer raised no objection to the proposal following the
implementation of the pedestrian/cycle access and enhancement of the elevations
of plots 9 and 10 (the maisonettes).

7.63

For these reasons it is considered that the proposed development, subject to the
abovementioned conditions, possesses an acceptable layout and design. Therefore,
the application is deemed to accord with Policies SD1, D1, D2, D3, D5, EH7, and
HN4 of Plan:MK in this regard.
Residential amenity

7.64

Policy D5 of Plan:MK states that all proposals will be required to create and protect
a good standard of amenity for buildings and surrounding areas.

7.65

Policy NE6 of Plan:MK requires developments to have an acceptable impact on
future occupiers and neighbours in relation to issues including noise and
environmental pollution.

7.66

The previous use of the site raises potential issues regarding the ground conditions
and specifically the presence of petroleum hydrocarbon contaminated soil and
asbestos impacted soils.

7.67

The Council’s Environmental Health Officer has advised that a site investigation was
carried out for the larger, adjacent site which identified areas of contaminated soil.
However, no information regarding the ground conditions has been supplied with this
application. Accordingly, it is agreed that a condition should be applied in the event
that planning permission is granted, to ensure that a remedial strategy be submitted
to and approved by the Council prior to the commencement of works. This condition
would also ensure that any remedial works were carried out prior to first occupation
of the development and that, should any unforeseen contamination be encountered,
the Local Planning Authority be informed immediately, and additional remedial work
be carried out thereafter.

7.68

In addition, it is noted that Anglian Water have expressed concerns regarding the
location of the pumping station and the potential impact that this may have on the
future occupants of the development. However, the Council’s Environmental Health
Officer, having seen the detailed design of the proposed pumping station, stated that
it appeared to have been designed to a professional standard with a solid enclosure.
They subsequently determined that, provided it is regularly maintained, it is unlikely
to give rise to concerns regarding noise or odour. Moreover, the pumping station
would be no closer to the proposed dwellings than it is to those already approved on
the adjacent site.

7.69

Regarding privacy, the development possesses back-to-back and rear to flank
distances which accord with Council’s New Residential Development Design Guide.
In the limited number of instances where these distances are not satisfied, windows
serving habitable rooms have been placed in locations which ensure that each
property would experience an acceptable level of privacy. The spacing of the
dwellings, their orientation and scale would also ensure that the homes would benefit
from an acceptable level of sunlight and daylight while also not appearing
overbearing. The layout of the development also safeguards the amenity of the
dwellings on the adjacent site and would not have an adverse impact on their privacy
or indeed the quantity of sunlight and daylight they receive.

7.70

Each dwelling would possess sufficient private amenity space, with the gardens
associated with plots 1-8 and 11-12 having rear gardens of approximately 10m in
depth, which is in accordance with the New Residential Development Design Guide.
The flats (plots 9-10) are shown to have a communal area of amenity space which is
approximately 50sqm in size, which is also in accordance with the Design Guide.

7.71

For these reasons it is considered that, subject to the abovementioned conditions,
the proposed development would provide an acceptable level of residential amenity
to the prospective occupants of the development whilst also protecting the amenity

of other residential properties within the locality. Therefore, it is deemed that this
application would accord with Policies D5 and NE6 in this regard.
Landscape
7.72

Policies D1, D2 and D5 of Plan:MK require new development to incorporate hard and
soft landscaping which reflects the verdant character of Milton Keynes and
contributes towards the character and appearance of the development.

7.73

Policies NE4 and L4 of Plan:MK seek to ensure that new development contributes
towards the creation of green infrastructure. In addition, proposals should provide
sufficient open space in accordance with Policy L4.

7.74

The site is largely comprised of previously developed land and possesses few
existing soft landscaping features. The hedgerow and single Field Maple tree are
situated along the site boundary.

7.75

A tree survey and impact assessment has been submitted with the application.
However, it is acknowledged that these details were submitted with the 2018
reserved matters application associated with the adjacent development and have not
been updated for the purposes of this current application.

7.76

The proposed development would seek to retain the existing hedgerow and Field
Maple tree, whilst also increasing the quantity of soft landscaping within the site
substantially. The proposed plans indicate spaces for additional tree and hedge
planting along the northern boundary of the site and incidental areas of grassland
are provided within the public realm.

7.77

It is noted that the Council’s Landscaping Officer has requested that an updated tree
survey and impact assessment be provided for this application. However, given the
relatively low quantity of trees and other soft landscaping features within the site, and
the fact that these features are shown to be retained, it is not considered necessary
for this information to be provided prior to the determination of the application. The
passage of time since the date of the previous survey is also short, suggesting any
change in the condition of the features would not be significant. Moreover, the
Council’s Tree Officer has stated that such information could be secured by
appropriately worded conditions. It is also considered that levels details, updated to
reflect the revised site layout, could be secured by condition.

7.78

The Council’s Tree Officer also requested that additional tree planting be provided
throughout the site. It is considered that this could be addressed via a suitably worded
condition requiring the submission of a detailed landscaping plan.

7.79

Regarding the comments received from Woburn Sands Town Council concerning the
provision of amenity community space, it is noted that a play area has been provided
as part of the adjacent development. It is not considered that the provision of 12
additional dwellings would warrant an enhancement to this provision, which is
required to be laid out in accordance with an approved Open Space Specification
prior to the occupation of more than 70% of those residential units. Given the size of
the play area and its proximity to the proposed development it is considered that it

could adequately serve the local play needs of residents of both the proposed
development and the adjacent residential scheme. In addition, the applicant has
agreed to pay a financial contribution to the larger play facilities at the park adjacent
to Station Road in Woburn Sands.
7.80

For these reasons it is considered that the application is acceptable in regard to the
matter of landscaping, subject to the abovementioned conditions. Therefore, it is
deemed that the development would accord with Policies D1, D2, D5, NE4 and L4 of
Plan:MK in this regard.
Ecology

7.81

Policy NE1 states that development proposals, which would be likely to harm the
biodiversity or geological conservation value of a site of countywide or local
importance, will only be permitted subject to satisfying criteria associated with the
need for the development and the provision of suitable compensation and mitigation.

7.82

Policy NE2 of Plan:MK states that, where there is a reasonable likelihood of the
presence of statutorily protected species or their habitats, development will not be
permitted unless it has been demonstrated that the proposed development will not
result in a negative impact upon those species and habitats.

7.83

Policy NE3 seeks to ensure that development delivers a net increase in biodiversity
where possible. It states that proposals providing in excess of 5 dwellings will be
required to submit a Biodiversity Impact Assessment Metric (BIAM) to demonstrate
any loss or gain of biodiversity. As a last resort, any loss of biodiversity may be
compensated by a contribution towards providing improvements to biodiversity
elsewhere in the Borough, although the Policy states that this can only occur if harm
cannot be mitigated or avoided.

7.84

Paragraph 175 of the NPPF states that when determining planning applications, local
planning authorities should encourage opportunities to incorporate biodiversity
improvements in and around developments, especially where this can secure
measurable net gains for biodiversity.

7.85

The application site predominantly comprises previously developed land and
possesses few features of ecological interest, save the tree and hedgerow along the
boundary of the site. The application site is also located in a Red Risk Zone for GCNs.

7.86

The application is accompanied by an Ecological Briefing Note, inclusive of a BIAM,
and Landscape and Biodiversity Plan.

7.87

The submitted information indicates that the proposed development would boost the
biodiversity value of the site by 124.74%, based on the Defra Metric 2.0. This would
primarily be achieved through additional planting and the provision of bat tubes, bird
boxes and hedgehog domes. The Ecological Briefing Note also details that the
proposals will be unlikely to harm any sites of designated biodiversity value or
protected species, subject to the recommendations and mitigation measures (RAMS)
proposed within the report.

7.88

The Council’s Ecology Officer agrees with the conclusions of the Ecological
Technical Note and has recommended the implementation of conditions, should
permission be granted, to ensure that the RAMS and biodiversity enhancements set
out in the report are carried out at the appropriate stage of development.

7.89

Regarding GCNs, the Council’s GCN Officer raised no objection to the proposal
given that, while the site lies within a Red Risk Zone for GCNs, the impact on GCNs
would likely be minimal given the previously developed nature of the application site.

7.90

For these reasons it is considered that, subject to the abovementioned conditions,
the application would be acceptable regarding ecology and its impact on biodiversity
and protected species. The application would result in an uplift in the biodiversity
value of the site and would yield significant, measurable environmental benefits as a
result. Therefore, it is deemed that the application would accord with Policies NE1,
NE2 and NE3 in this regard, as well as the relevant provisions of the NPPF.
Drainage and flood risk

7.91

Policy FR1 of Plan:MK states that all new development must incorporate a surface
water drainage system with acceptable flood control and demonstrate that water
supply, foul sewerage and sewage treatment capacity is available or can be made
available to serve the development. The Policy also requires new development
located within CDCs to evidence that there would be no increased risk of flooding
within the CDC and, where possible, betterment of the drainage system would be
achieved.

7.92

Policy FR2 requires new development to incorporate SuDS as a means of managing
surface water drainage.

7.93

The application site is located within the Woburn Sands CDC. Despite this, the Milton
Keynes Strategic Flood Risk Assessment identifies that the site is at a low risk of
flooding from surface water. The application site is also located in Flood Zone 1 on
the Environment Agency’s Flood Maps and possesses a low risk of flooding from
fluvial sources.

7.94

The application was initially accompanied by a Technical Drainage Note and a
Drainage Strategy Plan. Subsequent to the objection from the LLFA, additional
information has been submitted which seeks to address the concerns raised by this
consultee.

7.95

The additional information that has been submitted enabled the LLFA to lift their
objection subject to the implementation of conditions regarding the detail of the
surface water drainage system and SuDS features. The application now includes
areas of permeable paving which would supplement the geo-cellular storage that
was originally proposed, while also proposing the de-culverting of a section of the
watercourse that the surface run off would be discharged into.

7.96

For these reasons it is considered that the application is acceptable in regard to
flooding and the use of SuDS. The application is therefore deemed to accord with
Policies FR1 and FR2 in this regard.

Sustainable construction
7.97

Policy SC1 of Plan:MK, which relates to sustainable construction, requires
development proposals to demonstrate how they will implement the principles and
requirements set out within the Policy. These principles and requirements refer to
matters such as materials and waste, energy and climate and water. In particular,
the Policy requires that development proposals for 11 dwellings or more will need to
submit an Energy and Climate Statement that demonstrates how the proposal will
achieve certain reductions in carbon via the use of materials (19%) and the
implementation of renewable energies (20%). The Policy also requires that any
residual carbon emissions are addressed via a contribution to the Council’s carbon
offset fund.

7.98

The application is accompanied by a sustainability statement. The statement
indicates that the proposed development would achieve the carbon emission
reductions as required by Policy SC1 through the implementation of PV panels on
each dwelling and the use of energy efficient materials. The residual carbon
emissions associated with the development would be offset via a contribution to a
carbon-offsetting scheme which would be secured via the s106 Agreement. This
contribution equates to £2,320.00.

7.99

Additional information is required in order to address other matters set out in Policy
SC1, including indoor air quality, and it is considered that this could be addressed
via an appropriately worded condition requiring the submission of a climate and
energy statement.

7.100 For these reasons it is considered that the proposed development is acceptable
regarding the matter of sustainable construction, subject to the condition and
contribution set out above. Therefore, it is deemed that the application accords with
Policy SC1 of Plan:MK.
s106 matters
7.101 Policy INF1 of Plan:MK seeks to ensure that the necessary on and off-site
infrastructure required to support and mitigate the impact of development is either
already in place, or that there is a reliable mechanism in place to ensure that it is
delivered.
7.102 Policy CC1 requires that 0.5% of the gross development cost of proposals for 11 or
more dwellings should be allocated towards cultural wellbeing, including public art.
7.103 Policy SC1 requires that any residual carbon emissions are addressed via a
contribution to the Council’s carbon offset fund.
7.104 The applicant has agreed to enter into a s106 agreement to secure contributions to
mitigate the impact of the development on a range of services including schools,
health care facilities, Woburn Sands Library, public transport, museums and archives
and the voluntary sector.

7.105 The contribution towards the health care facilities will be directed to Asplands Medical
Centre, located in Woburn Sands, and other facilities within its primary care network.
Regarding schools, while it is acknowledged that Woburn Sands Town Council have
requested that monies be put towards supporting the Swallowfield Lower School and
Fullbrook Middle School (in the administrative area of Central Bedfordshire); the
Council’s Education Sufficiency and Access Department has advised that the funds
should be directed to the St. Mary’s Primary School in Wavendon and Walton High
Secondary School. It should be noted that Milton Keynes Council has the statutory
obligation to provide the school places related to this development and, as such, has
the responsibility to determine where education funding should be directed in order
to meet that obligation.
7.106 Further, the agreement also secures contributions towards the delivery of the
Wavendon community hall, waste management/receptacles, public art and carbon
off-setting. It should also be noted that monies are being guided towards the delivery
of the Wavendon community hall, which is being developed in association with
several sports pitches, as it is not only closer to the development site but has also
been designed to deliver community and sports provision strategically for the wider
area.
7.107 An obligation to enter into a section 38 Agreement under highway legislation to
secure the estate roads and connection to the Redway would also be included within
the s106 agreement.
Contribution

Provisional Cost

Primary Pupils

£70,000.00

Secondary Pupils

£74,034.00

Local Parks

£2,407.76

Community Hall

£3,000.00

Museums and Archives

£1,920.00

Health Facilities

£13,583.55

Waste Management

£4,867.20

Waste Receptacles

£1,365.00

Voluntary Sector

£4,255.44

Public Art

£6,973.58

Library Services

£3,000.00

Carbon Neutrality

£2,320.00

Passenger Transport

£7,200.00

Total Contribution

£198,796.99

Total per unit:

£16,566.42

Maintenance Cost

£3,870.46

7.108 These contributions are deemed to meet the tests for obligations as outlined at
paragraph 55 of the NPPF and are in accordance with Regulation 122 of the
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL). They are considered necessary to make the
development acceptable in planning terms, directly related to the development and
fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind.
7.109 Subject to the applicant signing the s106 agreement, it is considered that the
application would provide sufficient contributions and obligations to mitigate any
impact of the proposed development on local infrastructure. It would also meet the
requirements of Policies CC1 and SC1 in respect of public art and sustainable
construction.
Planning balance
7.110 The NPPF is clear that applications for planning permission be determined in
accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise.
7.111 The proposed development is partially located outside of a defined settlement
boundary, in an area designated by Plan:MK as Open Countryside. The proposal
fails to accord with Policies DS1, DS2 and DS5 of Plan:MK and thus if this application
were to be approved it would represent a departure from the development plan.
7.112 The harm arising from the failure to comply with these policies stems from the
encroachment of residential (C3 use) development into the Open Countryside,
beyond the confines of the Woburn Sands settlement boundary. Whilst most of this
development would be ‘surface level’ (roads, footpaths etc), the development plan
does not distinguish between forms of inappropriate development, including
residential development, that fall partially and completely outside of settlement
boundaries. The fact that most of the development lies within the settlement
boundary is not considered to impact upon the status of the application as a
departure from the development plan.
7.113 However, as has been evidenced in the above assessment the proposal also
presents material considerations which weigh in favour of the development. These
considerations are a notable net gain in biodiversity, provision of affordable homes
and the re-use of previously developed land (PDL). Further, it is also necessary to
have regard to the revised wording to paragraph 121 of the NPPF, this representing
more recent planning policy than Plan:MK. This paragraph requires Local Planning
Authorities to take a positive approach to applications for alternative uses of land
which is currently developed but not allocated for a specific purpose, where it would
support identified development needs. This forms a significant material consideration
in the determination of this application.
7.114 Whilst it is acknowledged that biodiversity value of the existing site is small, the
proposal would more than double this value. Although it is acknowledged that some
of this increase can be attributed to the mitigation measures recommended within
the associated Ecological Technical Note, the additional tree and hedgerow planting
would contribute significantly to the overall biodiversity value of the site. In light of
this, moderate weight is afforded to the environmental benefits that would be

associated with net gain in biodiversity, given the limited biodiversity value of the
existing site.
7.115 The proposal would provide 42% of homes as affordable houses. Policy HN2 of
Plan:MK states ‘strong support’ for developments which exceed the 31% requirement
set out in the Plan. The homes provided would be compliant with the Plan in terms
of tenure and mix. Plan:MK also states that there is a need to provide a total of 2,200
affordable homes before the end of the Plan period to meet the needs of the Borough.
Whilst it is acknowledged that most of these homes would be provided through the
fulfilment of allocated sites, the ability for this target to be met could be affected by
the failure of these sites to come forward and indeed potential issues regarding the
viability of providing 31% of houses as affordable units on each allocated site. The
proposed development, through the number of affordable homes that it would
provide, would make a small contribution towards this target. Moderate weight is
attributed to the benefits arising from the provision of affordable housing for these
reasons.
7.116 The development would also accord with the provisions of both paragraphs 118(d)
and 121 of the NPPF in respect of the re-use of PDL. The proposal would remove
the redundant buildings (of which these could likely, in part, provide for homes in this
location through conversion) and ancillary structures associated with the former
landscaping depot and provide 12 new homes for the residents of Milton Keynes.
Regarding paragraph 121 specifically, as has been identified above the re-use of the
site would, albeit to a limited extent, contribute towards the identified development
need for affordable houses within the Borough. For these reasons, and the additional
requirements placed on the Local Planning Authority by virtue of paragraph 121 of
the Framework, it is considered that significant weight can be afforded to the redevelopment of the site.
7.117 The above assessment has identified that the application, save Policies DS1, DS2
and DS5, accords with other aspects of the development plan. Indeed, the
development plan states ‘strong support’ for schemes that offer over 31% of homes
as affordable units. The net gain in biodiversity on the site, provision of in excess of
31% of affordable homes and re-use of PDL offer tangible social, environmental and
economic benefits which weigh in favour of the application. Further, the manner and
extent to which the proposal infringes into the Open Countryside, while not a
limitation to the de facto conflict with the development plan, suggests, in the face of
these measurable benefits, that the harm arising from this conflict is limited in its
scope and impact.
7.118 Ultimately, the above assessment has identified that any harm arising from the
proposal is the result of a conflict with exactly where the settlement boundary has
been drawn, which does not appear to take full account of the existing built form and
use of land. It has been found to inflict no demonstrable social, environmental or
economic harm whilst providing benefits which prevail over the conflict with the Plan
and the harm associated with this conflict

8.0

CONCLUSIONS

8.1

The application conflicts with Policies DS1, DS2 and DS5 of Plan:MK. However, it is
concluded that the material considerations associated with the proposed
development are such that the harm arising from the conflict with the development
plan is very minor and, on balance, is outweighed in this instance. Accordingly, it is
recommended that permission be granted subject to the signing of the s106
agreement and the conditions outlined below.

9.0

CONDITIONS
1. The approved development shall be carried out in accordance with the following
drawings/details:
Received 05.03.2021
Schematic Drainage Strategy Plan, Drawing No. 19226 – SK01 F
Received 02.03.2021
Proposed Site Layout Overall Site Plan, Drawing No. 103, Rev A
Received 01.03.2021
Housing Accommodation Schedule for Land at Former Frosts Landscape
Construction, Newport Road, Wavendon.
Received 26.02.2021
Drainage Management Plan, Rev A
Received 24.02.2021
Proposed Site Layout, Drawing No. 101, Rev F
Received 10.12.2020
Swept Path Analysis (Refuse Vehicle), Drawing No. 19226 / SK03 D
Highways Technical Note, Rev A
Received 09.12.2020
Maisonettes (Plots 9-10), Drawing No. Maisonettes
A3 (plots 11 and 12), Drawing No. A3.
Fairford_01 (Plots 3, 4), Drawing No. Fairford_01
Fairford_02 (Plots 1, 2), Drawing No. Fairford_02
Hawford and Silsoe, Drawing No. Hawford/Silsoe_01
Streetscene, Drawing No. 102, Rev B
Flood Risk Assessment, 19226_FRA, December 2020
Sustainability Statement, December 2020

Technical Briefing Note: Ecological Appraisal, 7th December 2020
Landscape and Biodiversity Plan, File ref: 3319 LEMP KR PM vf2, December 2020
Received 19.10.2020
Location Plan, Drawing No. 100, Rev A
2. The development hereby permitted shall begin before the expiration of three years
from the date of this permission.
Reason: To prevent the accumulation of planning permissions; to enable the Local
Planning Authority to review the suitability of the development in the light of altered
circumstances; and to comply with section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act
1990.
3. Prior to the commencement of the development details of the estate roads and
footways shall be submitted to and be approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. No dwelling shall be occupied until the estate roads and footways which
provide access to it from the existing highway have been laid out and constructed in
accordance with the approved details. The estate road and footways so laid out shall
be retained thereafter.
Reason: To minimise danger, obstruction and inconvenience to users of the highway
and of the development in accordance with Policy CT2 of Plan:MK.
4. Notwithstanding the details shown on the approved plan, details of the proposed
cycle link between the site and the Redway on Newport Road shall be submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority prior to the commencement
of the development. For the avoidance of doubt, the submitted details should include
a 3m wide link, laid out and constructed to Milton Keynes Redway standards.
Reason: To maximise the site's accessibility by bicycle and to ensure that safe and
convenient cycle access is provided to the dwellings in accordance with Policy CT2,
CT3 and CT4 of Plan:MK.
5. Prior to the commencement of works above slab level, details of the bicycle parking
provision for each dwelling shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The approved scheme for each dwelling shall be provided prior
to the occupation of that dwelling.
Reason: To ensure that adequate cycle parking facilities are provided to serve the
development in accordance with Policy CT3 of Plan:MK.
6. No building or use hereby permitted shall be occupied or the use commenced until
the car parking area shown on the approved plans has been constructed, surfaced
and permanently marked out. The car parking area so provided shall be maintained
as a permanent ancillary to the development and shall be used for no other purpose
thereafter.

Reason: To ensure adequate parking provision at all times so that the development
does not prejudice the free flow of traffic or the safety on the neighbouring highway
in accordance with Policies SD1, D1 and CT10 of Plan:MK (2019).
7. Prior to the commencement of works, a plan indicating the provision of EV Charging
Points, at a rate of 1 per each new dwelling, shall be submitted to and approved by
the Local Planning Authority. The development shall be carried out in accordance
with the approved plans.
Reason: The ensure that the development supports the use of electric vehicles, in
accordance with Policy CT6 of Plan:MK.
8. No building or use hereby permitted shall be occupied or the use commenced until
the vehicular/pedestrian access arrangements have been provided and thereafter
retained at the position shown on the approved plans. This shall include the closure
of the existing vehicular access to Newport Road. Arrangement shall be made for
surface water drainage to be intercepted and disposed of separately so that it does
not discharge from or onto the highway carriageway.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety in accordance with Policy D1 of Plan:MK
(2019).
9. A strategy for the remedial action to bring the site to a condition suitable for its
intended use, shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority
before construction works commence.
Any remedial works shall be carried out in accordance with the approved strategy
and validated by submission of an appropriate verification report prior to first
occupation of the development.
Should any unforeseen contamination be encountered the Local Planning Authority
shall be informed immediately. Any additional site investigation and remedial work
that is required as a result of unforeseen contamination will also be carried out to the
written satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure that the site is fit for its proposed purposed and any potential
risks to human health, property, and the natural and historical environment, are
appropriately investigated and minimised in accordance with Policy NE6 of Plan:MK.
10. Notwithstanding the approved details, no development shall take place above slab
level until details of the proposed boundary treatments have been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The details shall include a
boundary treatment plan (at a minimum scale of 1:500) detailing the position of all
proposed boundary treatment and annotated or accompanied by a schedule
specifying the type, height, composition, appearance and installation method of
boundary treatment throughout the site. The development shall be carried out in
accordance with the approved details prior to the occupation of any part of the
development and shall thereafter be retained in that form.

Reason: To provide adequate privacy, to protect the external character and
appearance of the area and to minimise the effect of development on the area in
accordance with Policies D1 and D2 of Plan:MK (2019).
11. Notwithstanding the approved drawings, no development shall take place above slab
level until full details of both hard and soft landscape works have been submitted to
and approved in writing by the local planning authority. These details shall include
existing trees and/or hedgerows to be retained and/or removed accurately shown
with root protection areas; existing and proposed finished levels or contours; means
of enclosure; visibility splays; areas of hard surfacing materials; proximity between
street lights and tree planting; pedestrian access and circulation areas; civic space /
public park furniture, play equipment, bins etc.; proposed and existing functional
services above and below ground such as cables, pipelines, substations. Soft
landscape works shall include planting plans at a minimum scale of 1:200 with
schedules of plants noting species, plant supply sizes and proposed densities;
written specifications (including cultivation and other operations associated with tree,
plant and grass establishment; and the implementation programme. The plan should
also indicate which areas of landscaping would be under private and public
ownership.
Full details of new tree planting in accordance with BS 8545: 2014 shall be included
as part of the submitted details. The submitted detail shall include full specifications
of tree sizes, species, planting locations, planting spacings, pre-planting ground
preparations, planting method and long term maintenance. Where appropriate,
details of root deflection barriers and permanent protective measures against soil
compaction, vehicle impact, de-icing salt etc shall be provided.
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details. If
within a period of two years from the date of the planting of any tree or shrub, that
tree or shrub, or any tree and shrub planted in replacement for it, is removed,
uprooted or destroyed, dies, becomes severely damaged or diseased, shall be
replaced in the next planting season with trees and shrubs of equivalent size, species
and quantity.
All hard and soft landscape works shall be carried out prior to the occupation of the
building(s) or the completion of the development whichever is the sooner or in
accordance with a programme agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To protect significant trees and hedgerows, safeguarding the character of
the area and preserving habitat and to minimise the effect of development on the
area in accordance with Policies NE4 and NE5 and Policy D1 of Plan:MK (2019).
12. No development shall take place until details of the proposed finished floor levels of
all buildings and the finished ground levels of the site, in relation to existing site levels
of surrounding property, has been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning
Authority. The development shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the
approved levels.
Reason: To ensure that construction is carried out at suitable levels having regard to
drainage, access, the appearance of the development and the amenities of

neighbouring properties in accordance with Policies D3 and D5 of Milton Keynes'
adopted Plan:MK (2019).
13. Prior to the commencement of works all existing trees, woodlands and hedges to be
retained are to be protected according to the provisions of BS 5837: 2012 'Trees in
relation to design, demolition and construction - Recommendations' All protective
measures especially the fencing and ground protection must be put in place first and
shall thereafter be maintained in place in good functional condition until the project is
entirely complete and until, with the exception of soft landscaping works, all
contactors, equipment and materials have left site. Prior to the commencement of
works, the developer shall also submit details of the proposed layout and general
arrangements of the site in relation to the trees to be retained. In particular, details
of storage areas including what substances will stored and where, locations of car
parking, welfare facilities, cement plant, fuel storage and where discharge, filling and
mixing of substances will take place. The details should include site levels to enable
risks posed to trees to be quantified. The RPA will be amended as the arboriculture
officer feels appropriate after taking account of the details submitted.
The fencing shall be on the RPA margin and of the same specification as that
depicted in figure 2, page 20 and ground protection as specified in 6.2.3.1 - 6.2.3.5
pages 21/22 in BS 5837: 2012.
Signs informing of the purpose of the fencing and warning of the penalties against
destruction or damage to the trees and their root zones shall be installed at minimum
intervals of 10 metres and a minimum of two signs per separate stretch of fencing.
Once erected the local authority tree officer shall be notified so the fencing can be
inspected and approved.
The Root Protection Area (RPA) within the protective fencing must be kept free of all
construction, construction plant, machinery, personnel, digging and scraping, service
runs, water-logging, changes in level, building materials and all other operations,
personnel, structures, tools, storage and materials, for the duration of the
construction phase.
No fire shall be lit such that it is closer than 20 metres to any tree or that flames would
come within 5 metres of any part of any tree.
Earthworks, level changes, service runs, foundations and all other works involving
excavation should not be located within the root protection areas.
Reason: To ensure continuity of tree cover and to protect the appearance and
character of the area and to minimise the effect of development on the area in
accordance with policies D1, D2, D5 and NE5 of Plan:MK (2019).
14. Prior to the commencement of works, a tree survey plan, a tree and hedge protection
plan and a developed arboricultural method statement, all in accordance with BS
5837:2012, will be submitted for approval. The submitted details shall indicate
pertinent amendments to the proposed layout and levels in light of the arboricultural
findings in order that those trees tree and hedges that are kept are viably retained
within the development for the long term.

The submitted details shall also include a scale plan accurately marking the position
of all the retained trees and hedges, the extent of the root protection areas, the BS
5837: 2012 tree protection fencing along the root protection area margin, any areas
to be covered in BS 5837: 2012 ground protection, construction details for the BS
5837: 2012 fencing and ground protection and sufficient detail of hard & soft
landscaping works, service and drainage runs and proposed & existing spot levels in
sufficient numbers and at appropriate spacings to enable the impact of the
development on the tree root zones to be assessed. The development shall be
carried out in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure continuity of tree cover and to protect the appearance and
character of the area and to minimise the effect of development on the area in
accordance with policies D1, D2, D5 and NE5 of Plan:MK (2019).
15. Notwithstanding the approved plans and documents, the proposed dwellings shall
be built in accordance with the Nationally Described Space Standard.
Reason: To ensure that the dwellings provide sufficient amenity to the future
occupiers of the development in accordance with Policy HN4 of Plan:MK.
16. All biodiversity enhancement features and mitigation and recommendations set out
in the Ecological Technical Note dated 7th December 2020 shall be implemented at
the appropriate stage of the development and no later than one year after the final
occupation of the development.
Reason: To maintain and enhance local biodiversity and ecology in accordance with
Policy NE3 of Plan:MK (2019).
17. Notwithstanding the approved documents, prior to the commencement of
development an Energy and Climate Statement, informed by the requirements set
out in Policy SC1, shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning
Authority.
Reason: To ensure that the proposed development provides sufficient measures to
reduce the carbon emissions in accordance with Policy SC1 of Plan:MK.
18. No above ground works shall commence until a surface water drainage scheme for
the site, based on sustainable drainage principles, has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority. The scheme shall subsequently
be implemented in full accordance with the approved details prior to occupation of
the first dwelling.
The scheme shall be based upon the principles within the agreed Schematic
Drainage Strategy Plan, prepared by Banners Gate Limited, reference 19226/SK01
F, dated 5 March 2021 and shall also include:
a) Full calculations detailing the existing surface water runoff rates for the QBAR,
3.3% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) (1 in 30) and 1% AEP (1 in 100) storm
events;

b) Full results of the proposed drainage system modelling in the above-referenced
storm events (as well as 1% AEP plus climate change), inclusive of all collection,
conveyance, storage, flow control and disposal elements and including an allowance
for urban creep, together with an assessment of system performance;
c) Detailed drawings of the entire proposed surface water drainage system, including
levels, gradients, dimensions and pipe reference numbers;
d) Full details of the proposed attenuation and flow control measures;
e) Site investigation and test results to confirm infiltration rates;
f) Temporary storage facilities (if the development is to be phased);
g) A timetable for implementation (if the development is to be phased);
h) Details of overland flood flow routes in the event of system exceedance, with
demonstration that such flows can be appropriately managed on site without
increasing flood risk to occupants;
i) Full details of the maintenance/adoption of the surface water drainage system;
j) Measures taken to prevent pollution of the receiving groundwater and/or surface
water
The drainage scheme must adhere to the hierarchy of drainage options as outlined
in the NPPF PPG.
Reason: To ensure that the proposed development can be adequately drained and
to ensure that there is no increased flood risk on or off site resulting from the
proposed development.
19. Details for the long-term maintenance arrangements for the surface water drainage
system (including all SuDS features) to be submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority prior to the first occupation of any of the dwellings
hereby permitted. The submitted details should identify runoff sub-catchments, SuDS
components, control structures, flow routes and outfalls. In addition, the plan must
clarify the access that is required to each surface water management component for
maintenance purposes. The maintenance plan shall be carried out in full thereafter.

Site Location Plan

Proposed Site Layout

Proposed Overall Site Plan (include adjacent site)

Proposed Street Scene

A1.0 FULL CONSULTATIONS AND REPRESENTATIONS
A1.1 Wavendon Parish Council
“We discussed the above planning application at our Parish Council meeting on
Monday the 21st December 2020 and that we have no issues to raise on the
amended plans.
However, my Parish Council still believe that the Redway in front of this development
is very narrow and that as part of planning approval, efforts are made to widen this
as much as possible.”
A1.2 Woburn Sands Town Council
“This is an application for 12 more dwellings in addition to the 53 already under
construction at this site. Throughout the Planning Statement reference is made to
the site being “within the Woburn Sands settlement boundary” but it is actually in the
parish of Wavendon. It proposes to use all the facilities of Woburn Sands including
schools, library, shops, medical centre along with the 53 other new homes being
constructed. It is therefore, absolutely essential that all section 106 monies from this
development if allowed, be allocated to Woburn Sands: Swallowfield and Fulbrook
Schools, the library, the community halls and new sports hall, Asplands Medical
Centre. Indeed the section 106 allocation for the 53 homes already under
construction should similarly be assigned.
Having said that, this Town Council feels the lack of amenity community space for
the 53+12 is a considerable concern. Where is the green open space within the site?
The Council also objects to the location of the maisonettes so close to the Newport
Road. This approach road to Woburn Sands is characterised by mature trees and
houses set back from the main road. The site currently under construction has
removed much of the vegetation which used to screen this site form the road.
Replanting of trees along its boundary with Newport Road must be made a priority
of any further development.
The Town Council objects to any increase in dwellings along the Newport Road. The
siting of the level crossing between this site and the facilities of Woburn Sands
creates a major problem which will increase as further closures of the gates follow
the increased use of the East West Rail route. This same crossing point is also used
by pedestrians and the creation of a bridge or gate controlled pedestrian route over
the railway is now essential.
In summary, Woburn Sands Town Council objects to the additional housing of this
development. The area could better be used as green open space for the 53
dwellings being constructed and thus make the site more in keeping with the rural
approach to Woburn Sands.”
A1.3 Cllr David Hopkins (Danesborough and Walton)
No comments received.

A1.4 Cllr Victoria Hopkins (Danesborough and Walton)
No comments received.
A1.5 Cllr Alice Jenkins (Danesborough and Walton)
No comments received.
A1.6 MKC Highways
Initial comments
“This proposal is essentially for the extension of the adjoining site, currently under
construction, to accommodate an additional 12 dwellings (a total of 65 dwellings).
In principle there is no highway objection to the proposal; however, there are some
changes to the layout required to make the proposals compliant with the Council’s
parking standards and to facilitate pedestrian / cyclist movements in accordance with
Council policy and strategy.
Each of the houses has 2 allocated spaces and each of the maisonettes has 1
allocated space. This meets the Council’s requirement for allocated parking.
However, due to the allocation of additional spaces to Plots 2-4, there is no visitor
provision in the area serving plots 1-6. Given that Plots 2-5 have tandem parking the
overall visitor requirement for Plots 1-6 is 4.75 spaces (0.5/dw for plots 1-4 & 6,
0.25/dw for plot 5, plus 2 spaces for the 4 plots with tandem parking).
It is noted however that Plots 2, 3 and 4 have a third allocated space shown ‘onstreet’. These spaces should be provided as visitor spaces to help meet the demand
for 4.75 spaces as described above.
This relatively simple change would make the parking provision for Plots 1-6
acceptable.
Residents and visitors to the site would greatly benefit from the provision of a
pedestrian and cycle link out to the Newport Road Redway in the northern corner of
the site (to the north of the Maisonettes, Plots 9-12). This connection would reduce
walk and cycle distances to/from the north by as much as 300m.
As the overall visitor parking provision (with the 3 spaces reallocated as described
above) would be 8 against a demand for 7, one of the two visitor spaces in this
location could be removed, if necessary, to provide the link.
None of the proposed dwellings have any cycle parking associated with them. Plots
2-5 do have garages and therefore no additional provision is required; however, Plots
1 and 6-8 require cycle parking in the form of an outbuilding such as a shed. The
Maisonettes, Plots 9-12, should also have specific external provision made as there
are no communal internal areas in which to provide cycle storage.
With plans revised as outlined above, the proposals would be acceptable in highway
terms. As submitted, the proposals do not meet the Council’s parking standards (for

cars or cycles) and do not meet the Council’s requirements for cycle and pedestrian
access.”
Additional comments
“Subsequent to the previous Highway Observations, further information and a
revised layout plan have been submitted by the applicant.
The revisions to the car parking provision are acceptable and the scheme is now
compliant with the Council’s car parking standards. However, it is noted that plots 1,
6, 7, 8, 11 and 12 still do not have any cycle parking provision, which was requested
in the previous comments.
The revised layout does now show a pedestrian link to Newport Road; however, a
link for pedestrian and cycle use was requested. Furthermore, the layout and
alignment of the proposed link would not be suitable for adaptation to cycle use.
A full Redway link is required that connects the on-site carriageway with the Redway
on Newport Road. Cyclists should not be required to dismount. A straight link, 3m
wide, connecting to Newport Road further to the north is required. (The proposed link
appears to try and use the existing culvert but given that the existing access will need
to be completely removed and the Redway rebuilt, the cost of a small new culvert to
replace the old one is minimal.)
Consequently, although the revised layout is improved and the car parking provision
is now acceptable, the scheme still lacks adequate cycle access and parking. As
proposed, the scheme remains unacceptable.
For the conditions, I would suggest:
1. Prior to the commencement of the development details of the estate roads and
footways shall be submitted to and be approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. No dwelling shall be occupied until the estate roads and footways which
provide access to it from the existing highway have been laid out and constructed in
accordance with the approved details. The estate road and footways so laid out shall
be retained thereafter.
Reason: To minimise danger, obstruction and inconvenience to users of the highway
and of the development.
2. Notwithstanding the details shown on the approved plan, details of the proposed
cycle link between the site and the Redway on Newport Road shall be submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority prior to the commencement
of the development. For the avoidance of doubt, the submitted details should include
a 3m wide link, laid out and constructed to Milton Keynes Redway standards.
Reason: To maximise the site’s accessibility by bicycle and to ensure that safe and
convenient cycle access is provided to the dwellings.
3. Within one month of the commencement of the development, details of the bicycle
parking provision for each dwelling shall be submitted to and approved in writing by

the Local Planning Authority. The approved scheme for each dwelling shall be
provided prior to the occupation of that dwelling.
Reason: To ensure that adequate cycle parking facilities are provided to serve the
development.”
A1.7 MKC Urban Design
Initial Comments
“•
The proposed maisonettes (plots 9-12) lack any private amenity space and
present a rather bland elevation to Newport Road. The maisonettes with their front
doors facing the car park should be flipped so that their front doors face Newport
Road. This would be beneficial in that (i) it would enable the creation of an area of
communal private amenity space on the side where you currently have the front
doors, and (ii) the long elevation to Newport Road would be broken up by having a
more active frontage.
•
A pedestrian/cycle connection should be provided onto Newport Road at the
northern corner of the site.
•
The design of the dwellings reflects that of the adjoining development.
Amend design of maisonettes (plots 9-12) and provide pedestrian/cycle connection
to Newport Road.”
Additional comments
“The proposed changes address the concerns I raised previously.”
A1.8 MKC Flood and Water Management Officer (the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA))
Initial comments
“At present we object to the grant of planning permission for the following reason:
1. Insufficient surface water drainage strategy
Plan:MK states that a site-specific Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) will be required for
all sites which are located within a Critical Drainage Catchment (CDC), as identified
in the Milton Keynes Surface Water Management Plan. In this case the
FRA will be required to demonstrate that the development will not increase the flood
risk to the CDC and where possible will provide an improvement to the existing
situation.
Paragraph 165 of the National Planning Policy Framework requires developments to
incorporate sustainable drainage systems (SuDS), unless there is clear evidence that
this would be inappropriate. The SuDS should:
a) Take account of advice from the Lead Local Flood Authority;
b) Have appropriate minimum operational standards;
c) Have maintenance arrangements in place to ensure an acceptable standard of
operation for the lifetime of the development; and
d) Where possible, provide multifunctional benefits.

For a full application the following should be included within the surface water
strategy:
i.
Existing and proposed impermeable area/developable area (including an
allowance for urban creep)
ii.
A description of site topography and ground conditions (using site
investigation where possible)
iii.
Identification of any surface water flood risk
iv.
Existing site drainage arrangements
v.
Proposed method of surface water disposal (evidence of drainage hierarchy)
vi.
Existing and proposed runoff rates and volumes (if discharging off-site)
vii.
Required volume of attenuation (m3 per m2 of impermeable area)
viii.
Preliminary SuDS proposals
ix.
Infiltration test results in accordance with BRE365 (or second viable option for
surface water disposal if testing hasn’t yet been undertaken)
x.
Drainage layout drawing and supporting hydraulic calculations (including an
xi.
allowance for climate change)
xii.
Formal agreement from third party if discharging into their system
xiii.
Management/maintenance plan
xiv. Details of proposed phasing (if applicable)
- Proposed runoff rates
All new developments on greenfield land are required to discharge the runoff from
the impermeable areas at the same greenfield runoff rate, or less than, if locally
agreed with an appropriate authority. Where a simple flow control is proposed, the
peak runoff rate should be limited to QBAR. Redevelopments should look to reinstate
greenfield runoff rates.
- SuDS proposals
Surface water drainage systems should replicate natural drainage processes as
closely as possible. SuDS such as permeable paving, swales, green roofs,
attenuation basins and wetlands should be preferred on all development sites ahead
of conventional piped drainage measures. Geocellular storage crates can be
considered an element of SuDS however without other components they do not
provide any water quality treatment.
- Management and maintenance arrangements
For full applications we expect due consideration to have been given to potential
organisations who may adopt / maintain the proposed surface water system, and this
should be outlined within the surface water drainage strategy. There should also be
a management plan and maintenance schedule of work detailing the activities
required.
- Sewer undertaker consent required (with evidence of drainage hierarchy)
As required by the Building Regulations and PPG, surface water must be discharged
in accordance with the drainage hierarchy. The applicant plans to discharge surface
water from the site into an existing Anglian Water surface water network. However,
an agreement from the sewer undertaker is required to discharge into their system
at an agreed rate and location.
Once this information has been provided, we will look to provide our comments.”

Additional comments
“At present we maintain our objection to the grant of planning permission for the
following reasons:
- Insufficient SuDS
Paragraph 163 and 165 of the National Planning Policy Framework requires
development to incorporate SuDS unless there is clear evidence that this would be
inappropriate. The applicant has not demonstrated that adequate SuDS will be used
on site, nor have they provided evidence of why they would be inappropriate.
- Management and maintenance arrangements
All surface water drainage proposals for new development must include full details
of the means of achieving future management, maintenance and adoption of the
systems, prior to approval of any planning permission, to ensure that it will function
effectively over the lifespan of the development. There should be a management plan
and maintenance schedule of work detailing the activities required.
- Sewer undertaker consent required
The applicant plans to discharge surface water from the site into an existing Anglian
Water surface water network. However, an agreement from the sewer undertaker is
required to discharge into their system at an agreed rate and location.
- Hydraulic Calculations
Whilst the applicant has provided calculations to show the performance of the
system, we seek evidence that the relevant input parameters have been used e.g.
the proposed area including the allowance for urban creep.”
Further comments
“At present, we remain unable to support the grant of planning permission for the
following reasons:
1. Further information required about proposed outfall
The applicant has now updated the drawings to demonstrate that the proposed
surface water outfall is via a new manhole located on an existing private sewer
maintained by a management company on behalf of Hayfield Homes; however this
is would directly discharge into a culverted watercourse within Newport Road. No
information about this surface water network has been provided. We would expect
the applicant to clarify the condition, capacity and final outfall of the watercourse. The
applicant should also address the following:
- Surcharged outfall
The standard default setting of many surface water computer modelling programmes
assumes a freely discharging outfall. In many circumstances an outfall may be
surcharged affecting its hydraulic capacity and impacting on the surface water
network. A surcharged outfall is likely to occur if discharging into a watercourse near
capacity. This is of particular importance as according to the Drainage System

Modelling, surcharging will occur during a 1 in 2 year rainfall event. The drainage
system should be designed under full pipe conditions to accept a 1 year design storm
without surcharging above the pipe soffit. Furthermore, the applicant should also
demonstrate whether the adjacent site will impede the discharge from the site into
the culverted watercourse.
- Proposed discharge rates
The Flood Risk Assessment states that the current site was served by a surface
water drainage system. If this was not discharging to the culverted watercourse, the
connection will be considered as a new method of surface water management and
the proposed surface water discharge rates should be decreased to greenfield rates.
2. Hydraulic calculations
Whilst the applicant has provided updated calculations to account for urban creep, it
does not appear to include the permeable paving, which has now been provided as
a form of SuDS. As stated above, it should also consider the impact of a surcharged
outfall when discharging to the culverted watercourse via the same pipe as the
adjacent site.

3. Insufficient management statement
A maintenance and management plan for the site should include regular
maintenance guidance for the entirety of the drainage system (for the lifetime of
development). The submitted information only refers to the piped network and the
geocellular storage tanks.”
A1.9 MKC Landscape Services (Tree Officer)
“Tree protection fencing in accordance with BS 5837 2012 will be required to protect
the hedge to Newport Road. This hedge should also be augmented with new native
tree planting and new native hedge plants to increase biodiversity, details to be
submitted for approval.
It is not clear if the Field Maple tree T004 is proposed for retention or not or even if
still remains on site. If it is proposed for retention then the adjacent retaining wall will
need to be re-considered as it is only one metre from the stem, so the wall structure
will likely sever a large portion of the root system and the fill will suffocate the roots
under it anyway. Please can details of the impact on this tree be submitted along with
details of the retaining and fill construction as appropriate if the tree is to be retained.
There is a good amount of proposed tree planting but tree planting opportunities still
remain to be taken, I request additional tree planting as indicated on the sketch plan
below. Maximising the amount of tree planting and other biodiversity elements in
developments is prudent in the interests of the amenity and eco-systems services
including climate change mitigation, that trees and woodlands provide and will also
be in accordance with the councils local plan policies, green city aspirations and
biodiversity initiatives.

A sufficiently wide range of tree species should be chosen so each tree is appropriate
to its individual location and for the avoidance of monocultures.

I was unable to find the tree survey plan and protection plan to go with the submitted
tree assessment and had to go to the 18/00581/REM file.
Suggested conditions;
1. All existing trees, woodlands and hedges to be retained are to be protected
according to the provisions of BS 5837: 2012 'Trees in relation to design, demolition
and construction - Recommendations' All protective measures especially the fencing
and ground protection must be put in place first, prior to any other work commencing
on site (this includes vegetation clearance, ground-works, vehicle movements,
machinery / materials delivery etc.) and shall thereafter be maintained in place in
good functional condition until the project is entirely complete and until, with the
exception of soft landscaping works, all contactors, equipment and materials have
left site. The fencing shall be on the RPA margin and of the same specification as
that depicted in figure 2, page 20 and ground protection as specified in 6.2.3.1 6.2.3.5 pages 21/22 in BS 5837: 2012.
Signs informing of the purpose of the fencing and warning of the penalties against
destruction or damage to the trees and their root zones shall be installed at minimum
intervals of 10 metres and a minimum of two signs per separate stretch of fencing.
Once erected the local authority tree officer shall be notified so the fencing can be
inspected and approved.
The Root Protection Area (RPA) within the protective fencing must be kept free of all
construction, construction plant, machinery, personnel, digging and scraping, service
runs, water-logging, changes in level, building materials and all other operations,

personnel, structures, tools, storage and materials, for the duration of the
construction phase.
The developer shall submit details of the proposed layout and general arrangements
of the site in relation to the trees to be retained. In particular, details of storage areas
including what substances will stored and where, locations of car parking, welfare
facilities, cement plant, fuel storage and where discharge, filling and mixing of
substances will take place. The details should include site levels to enable risks
posed to trees to be quantified. The RPA will be amended as the arboriculture officer
feels appropriate after taking account of the details submitted.
No fire shall be lit such that it is closer than 20 metres to any tree or that flames would
come within 5 metres of any part of any tree.
Earthworks, level changes, service runs, foundations and all other works involving
excavation should not be located within the root protection areas.
2. The submission of a tree survey plan, a tree and hedge protection plan and a
developed arboricultural method statement all in accordance with BS 5837:2012
should be submitted for approval, following which pertinent amendments should be
made to the proposed layout and levels in light of the arboricultural findings in order
that those trees tree and hedges that are kept are viably retained within the
development for the long term.
It should include a scale plan accurately marking the position of all the retained trees
and hedges, the extent of the root protection areas, the BS 5837: 2012 tree protection
fencing along the root protection area margin, any areas to be covered in BS 5837:
2012 ground protection, construction details for the BS 5837: 2012 fencing and
ground protection and sufficient detail of hard & soft landscaping works, service and
drainage runs and proposed & existing spot levels in sufficient numbers and at
appropriate spacing’s to enable the impact of the development on the tree root zones
to be assessed.
3. Full details of new tree planting in accordance with BS 8545: 2014 to be submitted
for approval as part of a general landscaping scheme where appropriate, and which
should include full details of tree sizes, species, planting locations, planting
spacings, pre-planting ground preparations, planting method and long term
maintenance. Also where appropriate details of root deflection barriers and
permanent protective measures against soil compaction, vehicle impact, de-icing salt
etc. Particular attention should be paid to ensuring the trees are planted in a sufficient
quantity of high quality growing medium, to ensure their quick establishment and the
early provision of maximum benefit to the locality. Tree species must be chosen to
maximise biodiversity, climate change resilience and human interest. Any trees
failing to thrive within five years of planting to be replaced in accordance with the
original planting specification”
A1.10 MKC Landscape Architect
Initial comments
“The tree survey is not up to date and is a re-submission of the old tree survey
submitted for the earlier development. The report doesn’t account for the impact of
the development proposed under this submission as it was written for the earlier
development proposals outside of the redline of the current application. The

application submission should include an up to date tree survey and impact
assessment as without one we are unable to assess what has already been removed
from site and what can and should be retained.
There is a category B tree within the existing boundary hedge which is assumed
would have to be removed but I would prefer if it could be retained if it still exists.
There is probably enough space for it to be retained but the levels plan shows a
retained wall for the path to the maisonette block which is between 300+900mm high
with footings through the RPA of the tree. The wall would have to be removed from
the layout in order to retain the tree.
The layout should provide the maisonettes with private garden spaces including
secure cycle and bin storage. The enclosure of the gardens should be secure but
attractively designed so that the appearance of the boundary treatment contributes
positively to the public realm.
The levels strategy plan shows proposed trees on the proposed hard surfacing at the
turning head by plots 6+7. More space is needed at the turning head in order to
achieve the planting of trees as proposed at the back of the turning head where a
steep bank of 1in3 is shown due to the change in level between the proposed road
kerb and existing boundary levels.
It is not clear who will be responsible for the soft landscaping along the site
boundaries, the incidental open space around the pumping station and car parking
bays numbered 35-39. Some of the parking bays are some distance from the
dwellings and it wouldn’t be practical to expect the landscape to be well maintained
by the plot owners. The soft landscape in these areas would be best maintained in
perpetuity by a management company in order to retain it for amenity and biodiversity
and should not be conveyed to the plot owners.
Boundary treatment and landscape scheme details are not provided and would need
to be approved via conditions.
•
The application submission should include an up to date tree survey and
impact assessment as without one we are unable to assess what has already been
removed from site and what can and should be retained.
•
There is a category B tree T004 within the existing boundary hedge along
Newport Road which is assumed would have to be removed but it would be
preferable if it could be retained, if it still exists.
•
The levels plan shows a retained wall for the path to the maisonette block
which is between 300+900mm high with footings through the RPA of tree T004. The
wall would have to be removed from the layout in order to retain the tree.
•
The layout should provide the maisonettes with private garden spaces
including secure cycle and bin storage.
•
Enclosure of the gardens for maisonettes should be secure but attractively
designed so that the appearance of the boundary treatment contributes positively to
the public realm.
•
More space is needed at the turning head by plots 6+& in order to achieve the
planting of trees as proposed at the back of the turning head. They are currently in
hard surfacing (?)

•
It is not clear who will be responsible for the soft landscaping along the site
boundaries, the incidental open space around the pumping station and car parking
bays numbered 35-39. These areas would be best maintained in perpetuity by a
management company in order to retain it for amenity and biodiversity and should
not be conveyed to the plot owners.
•
Agree boundary treatment and landscape scheme details via conditions.”
Additional comments
“•
The application submission should include an up to date tree survey and
impact assessment as without one we are unable to assess what has already been
removed from site and what can and should be retained.
The root protection area should be included in the impact assessment and accurately
shown on plans.
•
The revised levels plan to supercede the one originally submitted should be
provided so we can assess proposed levels near the RPA of tree T004 etc.
•
It is not clear who will be responsible for the soft landscaping along the site
boundaries, the incidental open space around the pumping station and car parking
bays numbered 35-39. These areas would be best maintained in perpetuity by a
management company in order to retain it for amenity and biodiversity and should
not be conveyed to the plot owners.
•
A ‘conveyance style’ land management plan should be submitted which
clearly shows which areas will be maintained and managed either as: private plot
landscape, as semi-private or as public landscape managed for amenity and wildlife
benefit. Public landscape shall be managed in perpetuity to ensure the public benefits
(including biodiversity) are secure and cannot be removed under private ownership.
Areas of landscaping either existing or proposed which contribute to amenity
landscaping / visual screening or form part of the biodiversity enhancement scheme
must not be placed in private plot ownership.
•
Agree boundary treatment and landscape scheme details via conditions.”
A1.11 MKC Countryside Officer
Initial comments
“Protection of Sites
1.
The Ecological Technical Note (Aspect Ecology, Sep 2020) satisfactorily
demonstrates the proposals are unlikely in to impact any sites of designated
biodiversity value.
Protected & Priority Species
2.
The Technical Note satisfactorily demonstrates the site is composed of
habitats and structures of low or negligible potential to support protected species and
low ecological value (1.24 – 1.35).
3.
The Technical Note makes recommendations for Reasonable Avoidance
Measures (RAMs) to safeguard biodiversity throughout development. These are
given at sections 1.46 – 1.51 and should be secured by condition.

Biodiversity Net Gain
4.

All development must result in net gain for biodiversity.

5.
The technical note makes several recommendations for biodiversity
enhancements to be delivered through development proposals. These are given at
sections 1.52 – 1.56 and should be secured by condition.
Biodiversity Impact Assessment Metric
6.
As the proposals are in excess of 5 dwellings, the requirement for a BIA is
triggered under Policy NE3.
7.
The Technical Note details development proposals will result in a gain of 0.27
Biodiversity Units via delivery of the landscaping scheme (1.38, 1.57 – 1.59 &
Appendix 3319/ECO4 (page 17/18)). Quantitative net gain will be complimented by
the biodiversity enhancements recommended at sections 1.52 – 1.56.
8.
This satisfies the requirements of Policy NE3.
I recommend the following is secured by a suitably worded condition:
Implementation of RAMs given in sections 1.46 – 1.51 of the Ecological
Technical Note.
Provision of the biodiversity enhancements given at sections 1.52 – 1.59 and
Plan 3319/ECO4 (page 17/18) of the Ecological Technical Note.”
Additional comments
“Having reviewed the amended plans and accompanying revised Ecological
Technical Note (Aspect Ecology, Dec 2020) I am content that the altered proposals
do not materially affect the ecological considerations here.
The report still sets out appropriate RAMs and enhancement measures in respect of
biodiversity, and details that a measurable net gain for biodiversity is still achievable.
As such, I will only alter the previous comments to reflect the altered pagination of
the new ecological report;
I recommend the following is secured by a suitably worded condition:
Implementation of RAMs given in sections 1.47 – 1.52 of the Ecological
Technical Note.
Provision of the biodiversity enhancements given at sections 1.53 – 1.60
and Plan 3319/ECO4 (page 17/18) of the Ecological Technical Note.”
A1.12 MKC GCN Officer
This is not an objection to the planning application or a pre-determination stipulation
for ecological information/action. It is intended to provide information for
consideration of the applicant’s options regarding Great Crested Newts (GCN) and

the proposed development, as well as schemes that are available that may be
beneficial.
There is a potential of GCN being present and therefore affected by the proposed
development. GCN and their habitats are fully protected under the Conservation of
Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (as amended). Please see the information
below regarding GCN in relation to the development proposals:
•
The proposed development site is classified as a red impact area for GCN
under district licence mapping tools. This indicates that the development has suitable
habitat for newts on site;
•
There are 8 ponds within 500m of the site boundary;
•
The submitted ecological report (Aspect Ecology, Sep 2020) indicates the site
is composed predominantly of unsuitable habitats and highlights the lack of ponds
within 250m of the development.
The applicant may wish to investigate the following options. If pursued, such actions
are required to be undertaken prior to determination of the application:
1.
Either the presence or likely absence of GCN can be established by way of a
survey (and potential population assessments) undertaken by a suitably qualified
ecologist and in accordance with the Great Crested Newt Conservation Handbook
(Froglife, 2001) and the Great Crested Newt Environmental eDNA Technical Advice
Note (Natural England 2014). If GCN are identified on or around the development
site an EPS site-based mitigation licence may be required.
N.B. All survey reports must be submitted prior to determination.
2.
The District Licence scheme (administered by the NatureSpace Partnership)
could be applied for. Under MKC’s district licence, development works that may
cause impacts upon GCN can be authorised as part of the planning process.
N.B. The applicant would be required to submit a NatureSpace Report or Certificate
prior to determination if this option is pursued.
3.
Precautionary working statements in the form of Reasonable Avoidance
Measures (RAMs)/Non-Licenced Method Statement (NLMS) strategy documents
completed by a suitably qualified ecologist could be produced.
N.B. a NLMS can be secured through a suitability worded condition. The applicant
must confirm if they are pursing this option prior to determination.
Please issue a consultation request if such materials are supplied.
A1.13 MKC Development Plans
Initial comments
“The Proposal and Site Context
The application seeks planning permission for the construction of 12 (C3 use class)
residential houses, including 4 2-bed affordable houses (a mix of affordable rent and
shared ownership tenures), plus associated parking and access road.

On the policies maps associated with Plan:MK, the site is partly within an area
designated for housing development, partly in an area within the settlement boundary
of Woburn Sands with no specific land-use designation, and partly in an area outside
the settlement boundary Woburn Sands, designated as open countryside.
The site is developed, having previously been used as part of a
landscaping/gardening depot business. The site contains three buildings, two
glasshouses and parking areas.
Assessment
The proposed residential use of land within the Woburn Sands settlement boundary
and within the housing designation would be acceptable in principle. However, the
proposed use of land outside the settlement boundary for residential development
requires further consideration, as outlined below.
Plan:MK conforms with paragraph 117 of the NPPF (2019) in that it contains strategic
policies DS1 and DS2 that set out a clear strategy for accommodating the objectively
assessed needs for housing of Milton Keynes in a way that makes as much use as
possible of previously-developed land. This strategy directs the majority of housing
development to locations within or adjacent to the Milton Keynes urban area,
including previously developed land within the urban area, followed by land within
the settlement boundaries of the three key settlements (Newport Pagnell, Olney and
Woburn Sands) and finally to land within villages and other rural settlements at
locations defined by Neighbourhood Plans.
Use of the part of the site outside the settlement boundary and within Open
Countryside for residential development falls outside of the housing development
strategy contained within Policies DS1 and DS2 of the adopted Development Plan
(Plan:MK) and is therefore contrary to those policies.
Policy DS5 of Plan: MK (2019) is a key consideration when assessing the principle
of new residential developments within the Open Countryside. Policy DS5 states that
“planning
permission within the open countryside will only be granted for development which is
essential for agriculture, forestry, countryside recreation, highway infrastructure or
other development, which is wholly appropriate to a rural area and cannot be located
within a settlement, or where other policies within this plan indicate development
would be appropriate.” Residential development on the part of the site in Open
Countryside does not fall within policy DS5’s categorisation of development which is
appropriate for the countryside; the proposal would therefore be contrary to Policy
DS5.
Given the above, the proposal would not accord with Policies DS1, DS2 or DS5 in
Plan:MK.
Paragraph 47 (Section 4) of the NPPF (2019) states that “Planning law requires that
applications for planning permission be determined in accordance with the
development plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise”. Whilst
paragraph 117 of the NPPF places importance on making as much use of brownfield

land as possible, this is to be achieved through strategic policies within the
Development Plan to accommodate objectively assessed needs and therefore it is
considered that paragraph 117 is not a material consideration that weighs in favour
of the proposal.
Similarly, paragraph 118 criteria c states that planning policies and decisions should
give substantial weight to the value of using suitable brownfield land within
settlements for homes and other identified needs. As part of the land to which this
proposal relates is on land outside of the settlement boundaries of Woburn Sands,
paragraph 118 criteria c is not considered to be a material consideration that weighs
in favour of the proposal.
Paragraph 118 criteria d states that planning policies and decisions should promote
and support the development of under-utilised land and buildings, especially if this
would help to meet identified needs for housing where land supply is constrained and
available sites could be used more effectively. As noted above, Plan:MK sets out a
clear strategy for meeting the objectively assessed needs for housing within Milton
Keynes which does not draw on unallocated land outside of settlement boundaries
and within the Open Countryside. Therefore, it is considered that paragraph 118
criteria d is also not a material consideration that weighs in favour of the proposal.
Paragraph 121 of the NPPF (2019) states that “Local planning authorities should take
a positive approach to applications for alternative uses of land which is currently
developed but not allocated for a specific purpose in plans, where this would help to
meet identified development needs. In particular, they should support proposals to:
a)
Use retail and employment land for homes in areas of high housing demand,
provided this would not undermine key economic sectors or sites or the vitality and
viability of town centres and would be compatible with other policies in this
framework; and
b)
Make more effective use of sites that provide community services such as
schools and hospitals, provided this maintains or improves the quality of service
provision and access to open space.”
It is not considered that this proposal aligns with either parts A or B of paragraph 121
and, whilst the proposal would deliver units that would go towards meeting the
Council’s housing requirement, as outlined above, Plan:MK sets out a clear strategy
for meeting the objectively assessed needs for housing within Milton Keynes which
does not draw on unallocated land outside of settlement boundaries and within open
countryside. Paragraph 121 is therefore not considered to be a material
consideration that weighs in favour of this proposal.
In summary it is considered that the proposal is contrary to Plan:MK and a departure
from policy and, that the NPPF does not appear to provide any material
considerations in relation to the brownfield nature of the site that would seem to
support the principle of developing the site for the proposed use.
Housing Mix and Density
Policy HN1 (Housing Mix and Density) in Plan:MK requires new development to
provide a suitable mix of dwelling sizes and a suitable density of development for the
site. The scheme would provide the housing mix shown in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Housing mix within proposed development

The proposed housing mix within the development diverges from the recommended
affordable housing mix as outlined in the Council’s most recent Strategic Housing
Market Assessment (2017). However, Policy HN1 does not apply this as a
prescriptive housing mix, instead outlining that an appropriate mix of housing within
a development will be influenced by site-specific factors, wider trends, information on
households with specific needs at that time, and the strategic objectives in addition
to the recommended housing mix. The decision maker will therefore need to consider
all these elements when assessing whether the proposed housing mix
is acceptable.
Based on the proposal meeting local housing needs which reflect latest evidence the
proposed mix could be deemed acceptable when considered against the criteria of
Part A of Policy HN1. It is recommended that the case officer consults the Council
Housing Officer for their view on the suitability of the proposed housing mix and
whether it would help to meet local needs.
Further assessment by the case officer of the proposed density of development is
required as set out in Policy HN1.
Affordable Housing
The decision maker should have regard to Policy HN2 (Affordable Housing) in
Plan:MK which requires new housing developments to provide at least 31% of homes
as affordable housing. The policy also states that housing developments providing
over 31% of homes as affordable housing will be strongly supported. The proposal
would have approximately 33% of homes as affordable housing; this aspect of the
development proposal is therefore strongly supported.
The application supporting information states the 4no. 2-bed maisonettes would be
a mix of affordable rent and shared ownership tenures, although the precise mix has
not been provided. This should be submitted for the case officer to consider in their

assessment and aid creation of any legal agreement associated with this proposal if
granted planning permission.
In addition, in line with Part C of Policy HN2, it is questionable whether the proposal
to locate all the new affordable properties in one area of the site complies with an
objective of Policy HN2 of creating mixed, sustainable and inclusive communities.
The case officer will also need to secure provision of the homes as affordable in
perpetuity as per Part H of Policy HN2.
The development proposal is a departure from the development plan (namely
Policies DS1, DS2 and DS5 in Plan:MK). Furthermore, we have not identified any
material considerations (e.g. policies in the NPPF) that indicate that this application
should not be determined in accordance with the development plan and, as such, we
deem that the principle of the proposed development on this site is not established.
If other material considerations, not considered here, were to lead the decision maker
to determine that the principle of development is acceptable, a range of other policies
within Plan:MK and material considerations would also have a bearing on whether
the proposal is acceptable overall and will need to be given full consideration.“
Additional comments
“The Proposal and Site Context
The application seeks planning permission for the construction of 12 (C3 use class)
residential houses, including 5 affordable houses (a mix of social rent, affordable rent
and shared ownership tenures), plus associated parking and access road.
On the policies maps associated with Plan:MK, the site is partly within an area
designated for housing development, partly in an area within the settlement boundary
of Woburn Sands with no specific land-use designation, and partly in an area outside
the settlement boundary Woburn Sands, designated as open countryside.
The site is developed, having previously been used as part of a
landscaping/gardening depot business. The site contains three buildings, two
glasshouses and parking areas.
Assessment
The proposed residential use of land within the Woburn Sands settlement boundary
and within the housing designation would be acceptable in principle. However, the
proposed use of land outside the settlement boundary for residential development
requires further consideration, as outlined below.
Plan:MK conforms with paragraph 117 of the NPPF (2019) in that it contains strategic
policies DS1 and DS2 that set out a clear strategy for accommodating the objectively
assessed needs for housing of Milton Keynes in a way that makes as much use as
possible of previously-developed land. This strategy directs the majority of housing
development to locations within or adjacent to the Milton Keynes urban area,
including previously developed land within the urban area, followed by land within

the settlement boundaries of the three key settlements (Newport Pagnell, Olney and
Woburn Sands) and finally to land within villages and other rural settlements at
locations defined by Neighbourhood Plans.
The hierarchy in Policy DS1 entails that most development in the rural area will be
located in the key settlements, with the rest taking place in other villages and rural
settlements in accordance with Neighbourhood Plans. Moreover, to clarify, while
Policy DS2 states that new housing development will be focused on, and adjacent
to, the urban area of Milton Keynes as well as the three key settlements, this is
contingent on the proposal according with one of the 13 criteria in Part A of Policy
DS2. This approach to Policy DS2 is justified as per the appeal decision on
application 16/00672/OUT.
Use of the part of the site outside the settlement boundary and within Open
Countryside for residential development falls outside of the housing development
strategy contained within Policies DS1 and DS2 of the adopted Development Plan
(Plan:MK) and is therefore contrary to those policies.
Policy DS5 of Plan: MK (2019) is a key consideration when assessing the principle
of new residential developments within the Open Countryside. Policy DS5 states that
“planning permission within the open countryside will only be granted for
development which is essential for agriculture, forestry, countryside recreation,
highway infrastructure or other development, which is wholly appropriate to a rural
area and cannot be located within a settlement, or where other policies within this
plan indicate development would be appropriate.” Residential development on the
part of the site in Open Countryside does not fall within policy DS5’s categorisation
of development which is appropriate for the countryside; the proposal would therefore
be contrary to Policy DS5.
Given the above, the proposal would not accord with Policies DS1, DS2 or DS5 in
Plan:MK.
Paragraph 47 (Section 4) of the NPPF (2019) states that “Planning law requires that
applications for planning permission be determined in accordance with the
development plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise”. As the site is
previously developed land, further consideration could be given to relevant sections
of chapter 11 (“Making effective use of land”) of the NPPF.
Whilst paragraph 117 of the NPPF places importance on making as much use of
brownfield land as possible, this is to be achieved through strategic policies within
the Development Plan to accommodate objectively assessed needs and therefore it
is considered that paragraph 117 is not a material consideration that weighs in favour
of the proposal.
Similarly, paragraph 118 criteria c states that planning policies and decisions should
give substantial weight to the value of using suitable brownfield land within
settlements for homes and other identified needs. As part of the land to which this
proposal relates is on land outside of the settlement boundaries of Woburn Sands,
paragraph 118 criteria c is not considered to be a material consideration that weighs
in favour of the proposal.

Paragraph 118 criteria d states that planning policies and decisions should promote
and support the development of under-utilised land and buildings, especially if this
would help to meet identified needs for housing where land supply is constrained and
available sites could be used more effectively. As the site comprises under-utilised
land and buildings, support is afforded to the development proposal. However, as
noted above, Plan:MK sets out a clear strategy for meeting the objectively assessed
needs for housing within Milton Keynes which does not draw on unallocated land
outside of settlement boundaries and within the Open Countryside. The Council can
also demonstrate a five year housing land supply; land supply is not constrained.
Therefore, it is considered that paragraph 118 d would only afford moderate weight
in favour of the development proposal.
Paragraph 121 of the NPPF (2019) states that “Local planning authorities should take
a positive approach to applications for alternative uses of land which is currently
developed but not allocated for a specific purpose in plans, where this would help to
meet identified development needs. In particular, they should support proposals to:
a)
Use retail and employment land for homes in areas of high housing demand,
provided this would not undermine key economic sectors or sites or the vitality and
viability of town centres and would be compatible with other policies in this
framework; and
b)
Make more effective use of sites that provide community services such as
schools and hospitals, provided this maintains or improves the quality of service
provision and access to open space.”
It is considered that paragraph 121 of the NPPF is a material consideration that
weighs in favour of permitting the development. The proposal is on currently
developed land not designated for a specific purpose in Plan:MK and, it would deliver
additional, Plan:MK compliant, affordable housing units (above the 31% required by
Plan:MK) that would contribute towards meeting the Council’s recognised affordable
housing requirement. Therefore, the decision maker should take a positive approach
to the application.
In summary, it is considered that the proposal is contrary to Plan:MK Policies DS1,
DS2 and DS5 and a departure from policy. However, paragraphs 118d and 121 in
the NPPF provide material considerations in relation to the brownfield nature of the
site that seem to support the principle of developing the site for the proposed use.
Housing Mix and Density
Policy HN1 (Housing Mix and Density) in Plan:MK requires new development to
provide a suitable mix of dwelling sizes and a suitable density of development for the
site. The scheme would provide the housing mix shown in Table 1 below.

The proposed housing mix within the development diverges from the recommended
affordable housing mix as outlined in the Council’s most recent Strategic Housing
Market Assessment (SHMA) (2017). However, Policy HN1 does not apply this as a
prescriptive housing mix, instead outlining that an appropriate mix of housing within
a development will be influenced by site-specific factors, wider trends, information on
households with specific needs at that time, and the strategic objectives in addition
to the recommended housing mix. The decision maker will therefore need to consider
all these elements when assessing whether the proposed housing mix is acceptable.
Based on the proposal meeting local housing needs which reflect latest evidence the
proposed mix could be deemed acceptable when considered against the criteria of
Part A of Policy HN1. It is recommended that the case officer consults the Council
Housing Officer for their view on the suitability of the proposed housing mix and
whether it would help to meet local needs.
Further assessment by the case officer of the proposed density of development is
required as set out in Policy HN1.
Affordable Housing
The decision maker should have regard to Policy HN2 (Affordable Housing) in
Plan:MK which requires new housing developments to provide at least 31% of homes
as affordable housing. The policy also states that housing developments providing
over 31% of homes as affordable housing will be strongly supported. The proposal
would provide approximately 42% of homes as affordable housing that meets the
needs of Milton Keynes, by virtue of all proposed affordable housing units being in
accordance with the tenures recognised in Part B of Policy HN2; the development
proposal is therefore strongly supported, as per Part A of Policy HN2.
In assessing whether the proposed affordable housing tenure mix is acceptable, the
decision maker should have regard to Part B of Policy HN2. As outlined above, from
the documents submitted, it appears that the proposed tenure mix is compliant with
Part B of HN2 and that the additional affordable housing, above the required 31%,
proposed to be provided, are also in accordance with the required tenures.

In addition, in line with Part C of Policy HN2, it is questionable whether the proposal
to locate all the new affordable properties in one area of the site complies with an
objective of Policy HN2 of creating mixed, sustainable and inclusive communities.
The case officer will also need to secure provision of the homes as affordable in
perpetuity as per
Part H of Policy HN2.
Overall, whilst the development proposal is a departure from policy (namely Policies
DS1, DS2 and DS5 in Plan:MK), paragraphs 118 d) and 121 of the NPPF indicate
that the proposal may be acceptable in principle, and as per paragraph 121, the
decision maker should take a positive approach to the application.
The proposal is also afforded strong support by Policy HN2 of Plan:MK as a result of
providing 42% of dwellings as affordable homes that contribute towards meeting the
recognised affordable housing needs of Milton Keynes.
If the principle of the development is deemed to be acceptable, a range of other
policies within Plan:MK and material considerations would have a bearing on whether
the proposal is acceptable overall.”
A1.14 MKC Housing Officer
“As per Policy HN2 (Affordable Housing) of Plan:MK any development that proposes
for 11 or more homes should provide at least 31% affordable housing.
The policy states a tenure mix of affordable housing will consist of approximately:
•
20% of units under the Affordable Rent model (up to 80% of market rents) or
Local Housing Allowance (whichever is lower);
•
5% of units at a level broadly equivalent to Social Rent; and
•
6% Shared Ownership (based on a range of 25% - 40% equity share in order
to be classed as Affordable Housing).
For this development the affordable housing we would expect to see is minimum 04
units to be compliant.
These should be:
•
•
•

02 as affordable rent
01 as social rent
01 shared ownership

Any proposed Affordable Housing house size mix should be in line with current
Affordable Housing need and policy; predominantly 3 bed and 2 bed, then 1 bed and
4 bed properties, as appropriate for the site and development.
The 2017 SHMA indicates that only 9.8% & 8.5% respectively of the 8,200 Affordable
Housing needed between 2016 and 2031 should be one-bed and two-bed flats.
Instead, the need is predominantly for 3 and 2 bed houses as the table below shows:

Required revision 1: We understand the wish for the scenario as above financially,
however, the Affordable Housing presented ignores policy and the need for
predominantly 3 bed then 2 bed houses etc. While not the perfect scenario, we would
be content if one of the 2 bedroom flats were traded for a 2 or 3 bedroom house;
ideally a 3 bedroom.
We would like to see the affordable units dispersed throughout the site and integrated
with the market housing to promote community cohesion & tenure blindness. We do
not want clusters of more than 12 affordable units as is the present case in the
proposal.
We expect the Affordable Housing to be let in accordance with the Council’s
allocation scheme and enforced through an agreed nominations agreement with the
Council.
Any variance to the mix as required and detailed in the SHMA may need to be
assessed through a viability assessment and against all other material planning
considerations.
Accessibility & Adaptability of Homes
As per policy HN4 of Plan:MK, further to requirements for 60% of all new dwellings
to be built to Building Regulations Part M4(2) standards for accessible and adaptable
dwellings, at least 10% of all new affordable homes must be built to Building
regulations part M4(3) wheelchair accessible standard.
Specific to this site
Required revision 2: I note that the Accommodation Schedule sent in on the 12th of
November 2020 qualifies the M4(2) and M4(3) as being ‘capable’ whereas the need
is for them to be built to those standards.
We will expect the chosen Registered Provider to insert a clause in the leases of the
Shared Ownership units ensuring premiums are not sought when selling on the
properties.
Once agreement of the Affordable Housing has been reached we will expect to see,
in Clause 1 of the Decision Notice, as approved, the agreed Accommodation

Schedule showing the plot numbers, the tenures (Affordable Rent, Social Rent and
Shared Ownership), Bldg Regs M4(2) and Bldg Regs M4(3) compliant units, house
types, number of bedrooms along with a detailed plan (for the flats it must be of each
floor) to correlate with the plot numbers, tenures, Bldg Regs M4(2) and Bldg Regs
M4(3) compliant units, number of bedrooms and house types in your Accommodation
Schedule supplied.
Strategic Housing do not object, in principle to the application, in fact support it, but
wish to bring your attention to the comments and revisions required above.
The Development needs to comply with Plan:MK (2019)
Strategic Housing welcome any discussion of the commentary above with the
Developer.”
Additional comments
“We are content with the revisions.
We will need to receive the Housing Accommodation Schedule, example template
as attached. It must correlate with a detailed plan or plans (for each floor if flats on
site). This Accommodation Schedule and plan (s) once agreed will form part of
Clause 1 in the Decision Notice.
A1.15 MKC Archaeology
No comments received.
A1.16 MKC Environmental Health
Initial comments
“We originally recommended as site investigation be carried out for the original
development of 53 houses 14/00703/FUL and I understand this condition was
included when the permission was granted on appeal. A site investigation was
carried (AAE Environmental Consultants, Nov 2017) and submitted with one of the
original applications for the site 18/00581/REM. Unfortunately, I don’t recall being
consulted on this at the time, but it was unusual for the discharge of the condition to
be included as a ‘REM’ so I think this is possibly why I didn’t see it.
I have now read the report and I agree with the recommendations to further delineate
a hotspot of total petroleum hydrocarbon contaminated soil and an area of asbestos
impacted soils and design a remedial strategy for this area, undertake a further
detailed risk assessment of potential risk to controlled water and remediation of
hydrocarbon contamination through capping gardens and areas of soft landscaping.
I can’t determine from the records if a validation report was submitted to demonstrate
the remedial works had been carried out and if it has if this covered the area of the
above application area.
Please can the developer provide a validation report to demonstrate that the remedial
actions recommended were carried out in the area of the above application?

Alternatively, please apply the following condition to any planning permission granted
for the site.
1) A strategy for the remedial action to bring the site to a condition suitable for its
intended use, shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority
before construction works commence.
2) Any remedial works shall be carried out in accordance with the approved strategy
and validated by submission of an appropriate verification report prior to first
occupation of the development.
3) Should any unforeseen contamination be encountered the Local Planning
Authority shall be informed immediately. Any additional site investigation and
remedial work that is required as a result of unforeseen contamination will also be
carried out to the written satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure that the site is fit for its proposed purposed and any potential
risks to human health, property, and the natural and historical environment, are
appropriately investigated and minimised.
Nicola Adshead Scientific Officer (Environmental Protection)
Please note that guidance on how to comply with the above condition can be found
on the Milton Keynes Council website at:
http://www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/environmentalhealth/DisplayArticle.asp?ID=17327
or by contacting The Environmental Protection Team on 01908 252097.“
Additional comments
“This appears to be designed to professional standards and of robust construction
with a solid enclosure. Provided it is regularly maintained, I would say it is unlikely to
give rise to noise or odour problems.
This is not withstanding the 15 metre off-set required by Anglia Water, which may be
more to do with operational requirements, and as you say, to protect their asset.”
A1.17 MKC Rights of Way Officer
“Woburn Sands Footpath 2 runs on an approximate north west-south east axis along
the opposite side of the hedge line on the eastern boundary of the site. Generally,
this footpath does not appear to be directly affected by this development.
It is not foreseen to pose an issue, but it may be that during construction, a temporary
closure of the right of way may be required on grounds of public safety. This would
need to be applied for in advance through Milton Keynes Council. During
construction works, the footpath must remain unobstructed, unless a temporary
footpath closure has been gained

The Rights of Way team request that the following informative is issued to the
applicant:
Obstructing a Public Right of Way is an offence under Section 137 of the Highways
Act 1980 and the applicant needs to be mindful of this during the construction phase
to ensure this does not occur.”
A1.18 MKC Passenger Transport
Initial comments
“The development of the site will create additional journeys on the network made by
residents.
The site is served by conventional local bus service 301 which operates Monday to
Saturday daytime, evenings and Sundays using stops on Newport Road. Service
301 is currently provided by Milton Keynes Council.
It is the intention that public Transport provided under contract to Milton Keynes
Council will move away from conventional services with fixed routes and timetables
to an area wide flexible Demand Responsive Transport (DRT) service.
A contribution towards the provision public transport either as a conventional service
or DRT service of £40,000 is sought. This figure is calculated on the basis of the
expected number of public transport trips that the development will generate over a
five year period and the cost, after revenue, of providing a DRT journey.”
Additional comments
“Further to our earlier conversations I can confirm that Passenger Transport will be
seeking a contribution of £600 per dwelling towards the provision of an annual pass
for use on any public transport service that is provided to Woburn Sands excluding
the rail service.”
A1.19 Education Sufficiency and Access Department
“A development of this size is expected to generate approximately 8 school age
children and 3 pre-school age children.
The closest primary school to this development is St Mary’s Wavendon. The school
has already been assigned to accommodate demand from the major SLA
development. Therefore, additional proposed demand in the area will require primary
education funds to contribute to provision in the area.
From a Secondary School perspective, this development would be served by Walton
High. There is pressure in Milton Keynes for secondary school places across the
borough therefore to accommodate additional children the current system will need
to expand. Additonally projections show demand for places is set to increase in the
coming years. On this basis it will be necessary to request secondary education
contributions.”

A1.20 MKC Travel Plan Coordinator
“The development falls below the thresholds of the requirement of a Travel Plan.
A Transport Statement will be required and secured by a planning condition, as
detailed below;
The development shall not be occupied until a Transport Statement has been
submitted and agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The Transport Statement should set out:
• Objectives for promoting sustainable travel.
• Contact details of a travel plan coordinator responsible for implementing the actions
from the travel plan statement.
• An action plan, and;
• An implementation timetable, including the responsible body for each action.
The approved transport statement shall be implemented prior to occupation of any
part of the development and shall be continued thereafter in accordance with the
details therein.”
A1.21 Anglian Water
“ASSETS
Section 1 - Assets Affected
Our records show that there are no assets owned by Anglian Water or those subject
to an adoption agreement within the development site boundary.
The development site is within 15 metres of a sewage pumping station. This asset
requires access for maintenance and will have sewerage infrastructure leading to it.
For practical reasons therefore it cannot be easily relocated.
Anglian Water consider that dwellings located within 15 metres of the pumping
station would place them at risk of nuisance in the form of noise, odour or the general
disruption from maintenance work caused by the normal
operation of the pumping station.
The site layout should take this into account and accommodate this infrastructure
type through a necessary cordon sanitaire, through public space or highway
infrastructure to ensure that no development within 15 metres from the
boundary of a sewage pumping station if the development is potentially sensitive to
noise or other disturbance or to ensure future amenity issues are not created.
WASTEWATER SERVICES
Section 2 - Wastewater Treatment
The foul drainage from this development is in the catchment of Cotton Valley Water
Recycling Centre that will have available capacity for these flows.

Section 3 - Used Water Network
This response has been based on the following submitted documents: Drainage
Strategy The sewerage system at present has available capacity for these flows. If
the developer wishes to connect to our sewerage network they should serve notice
under Section 106 of the Water Industry Act 1991. We will then advise them of the
most suitable point of connection.
(1) INFORMATIVE - Notification of intention to connect to the public sewer under
S106 of the Water Industry Act Approval and consent will be required by Anglian
Water, under the Water Industry Act 1991. Contact Development Services Team
0345 606 6087.
(2) INFORMATIVE - Notification of intention to connect
to the public sewer under S106 of the Water Industry Act Approval and consent will
be required by Anglian Water, under the Water Industry Act 1991. Contact
Development Services Team 0345 606 6087.
(3) INFORMATIVE Protection of existing assets - A public sewer is shown on record plans within the
land identified for the proposed development. It appears that development proposals
will affect existing public sewers. It is recommended that the
applicant contacts Anglian Water Development Services Team for further advice on
this matter. Building over existing public sewers will not be permitted (without
agreement) from Anglian Water.
(4) INFORMATIVE - Building
near to a public sewer - No building will be permitted within the statutory easement
width of 3 metres from the pipeline without agreement from Anglian Water. Please
contact Development Services Team on 0345 606 6087.
(5) INFORMATIVE: The developer should note that the site drainage details
submitted have not been approved for the purposes of adoption. If the developer
wishes to have the sewers included in a sewer adoption agreement with
Anglian Water (under Sections 104 of the Water Industry Act 1991), they should
contact our Development Services Team on 0345 606 6087 at the earliest
opportunity. Sewers intended for adoption should be designed and constructed in
accordance with Sewers for Adoption guide for developers, as supplemented by
Anglian Water’s requirements.
Section 4 - Surface Water Disposal
The preferred method of surface water disposal would be to a sustainable drainage
system (SuDS) with connection to sewer seen as the last option. Building
Regulations (part H) on Drainage and Waste Disposal for England
includes a surface water drainage hierarchy, with infiltration on site as the preferred
disposal option, followed by discharge to watercourse and then connection to a
sewer.
The surface water strategy/flood risk assessment submitted with the planning
application relevant to Anglian Water is unacceptable. We would therefore
recommend that the applicant needs to consult with Anglian Water and the

Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA). We request a condition requiring a drainage
strategy covering the issue(s) to be agreed.
Section 5 - Suggested Planning Conditions
Anglian Water would therefore recommend the following planning condition if the
Local Planning Authority is mindful to grant planning approval.
Surface Water Disposal (Section 4)
CONDITION No drainage works shall commence until a surface water management
strategy has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. No hard-standing areas to be constructed until the works
have been carried out in accordance with the surface water strategy so approved
unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. REASON To
prevent environmental and amenity problems arising from flooding.”
A1.22 Third Party/Neighbour Comments
No comments from third parties/neighbours

